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VOL.2 TWO DOLLARS A YEAR RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, AVG.ASTl9S2, NO. 17
Quemado f EDITORIAL SAYINGS XNotice to All Residents of Reserve Itemsft Local
A number of visitors from
Magdalena and nearby towns
have been in Quomado during
Well, do you want a meal badlyIn accordance with chapter 105, Laws of 1921, YOU AR
RESERVE 1922 CARNIVAL
Posters, in two colors, 17x22, printed injche office of The Ad-
vocate, have been posted throughout the count,' calling attention
to the Reserve 1922 Carnival. Do not overlook the date, September
: 4th., 6th. and 6th. Be herejon the third which is Sunday.
Make your entries for the contests immediately. All infor-"inatio- a
regarding fees, etc., can be had by writing Dr. LA.JeBsen,
Chairman, or The Reserve Advocate.
enough to work for it? "Mr. and Mrs. Geo, Whittenare the prcud parents 6f a fine "I'm just hungry, mum, not desperHEREBY NOTIFIED that on August 21st. 22nd. there will be ate."the past week. Among themwere: Chas Perry, of Nation'sseven pound boy.CLE NUP DAY in Reserve and ail able bodied male persons ove "Nitrirah. has vo' lined dis hesh Kuranch. He reports, the raiiges
very dry in th northern part
Klux yet?"the age of eighteen arid under the age of sixty years, and who re "Naw, hut (lis heah Ku Klux has
of the county John Jones, oneEvary entertainment will be provided to insure you ugood time, een tryin' to jine. ma fo'Jde' las fo
There will be plenty of food and places to sleep, but we are
side in Precinct No. 34, Reserve, New Mexico, are hereby notified
that they are rquired BY LAW to work on these days as directed
Marriages
Race Romero and Mary Higgina.
Ben Lusk and Edna Wheeler.
les an a half."
"And what did the Door little dog do; short of bedding; BRING YOUR BED;
of the large cattle men in this
section, pjit Luna, assistant cash-
ier of the First National Bank at
Magdalena, was here Tuesday on
his way to Salt Lake. M. E. Mil
when you brutal boys tied the can to
his tail."Fortunately we will not be handicapped by the strike of the train by the justice of the peace, or in lieu thereof pay to the jus
'Oh, ho just went broadcastin' downmen. So there la one reward for living away from a railroad. True 'tlce the sum of three dollars, ($3 00).
t
Morris Bloom has gone again the road.ler and Roland Wright, from.automobiles do strike occasionally, but a little coaxing of the
proper kind usually gets them going. Horses and mules often The penalty for lot complying with this statute is a fine of
to Magdalena and is expected to
return today. Mrs O. L. Pierce Vodka has been restored to respecta-ilit-
y
in Russia, but we doubt whetherfrom five to ten dollars, called up from there yesterdayprotest and want to balk, but freighters and cow men hare way t will have the least effect on a pop- -
Vestiados, were before the U.
S. Commissioner, N. G. Baca, on
land business. H. R, Douglas, of
Tularosa. And Mrs. Olnnpia Bar-rera-
of Reserve.
aiiuii that has indulged in Leninoof their own getting them going again. just to let friends know she hadgotten that far on her way back.Ira C. Bruce, Justice of the Peace, aud Trotzky for the last few years.' ' From all over the county come3 enthusiastic wouds of .praise ihe seemed in a very happy So Clara threw over that youngAttested in my office this fifteenth day of August, 1922,and expectancy. All are looking forward to the carnival. octor she was going with?"A. T. Chavez. County Clerk. Catron County, New Mexico. res, and whut do you thiakl titrame of mind.
J. R. Gaunt started to Santa
not only requested her to return his
presents, but sent her a bill for forty--
Mother II. II. Collier, a new
comer here, made a visit Satur
day to Vetiadop. Mother is very
progressive and well liked.
Mr. Office Seeker:
t e, out was rorceu osck on ac
count of thf trainmen's strike,
'
k. said ne was lonesome any
seven visits.
Chinese revolutionists fired on th.
American flag and not away with it;but they are in f r some real trouble now
having filed on a boat belonging to theStandard Oil Company.
What the I rish need most ia not
president, but a referee.
way, so far trom home, and
alone. Pedro Sanchez, a sheep manlocated north uf the Manias, wae
a recent visitor, Mr. Sanchez
Chas Denton from the Tu- - reports sheep doing well, but the
laroaa was a visitor yesterday. country much in need rain.
Mrs. Silva, wife of EusehioSi
Hugh Fraser is getting his gas
bus in order for the Labor Dayl
va, naa Deen in. i,usetiio wasrace and win nit em up,he says.
called in from his work to beJack Dean proved himself to
witn ner. &ne is reported as-be a rider not alone of bronc's,
but of a bucking car as well. TheEnvelopes to Match greatly improved.
The Literary Digest's Prohibition
poll would indicate that many ar.
noting as they drink.
A Candidate's idea of a firm and
lifelong convicton is what he think
will be popularuntil after .le.tion.
A Reformer asks what it th. most
significant thing abont our code of
morals. Speaking offhand, we should
say its elasticity.It is only fair to say that few railroad
iiraktmen can support familes on th.
knowledge that a few railroad presi-dents of the present are brakemen of
the past. s
The Government could nrobablv Dav
lighting system went out and the
putty were in the dark on a
moutain road. Jack mounted one Dr. C. H. Harper of Reserve
passed through Quemado on hisof the front fenders and without
way toSpringerville, a few dayspurs, bridle or stirrups. He
A Newspaper's TWO
Sources of Revenue
Subscription and Advertising Are the Only Source
of Revenue a Newspaper Has and Often the Sub-criptio-ns
Do Not Pay for the Cost of White Paper
Advertising- - today, especially in newspapers, is the greatestbusiness getter here is. This is acknowledged by men who
know. People read advertisements in newspapers. They havebeen educated to do so. Every merchant in our town ought to
advertise. You remember the story about John Wanamaker?
The first day he was in business his receipts were $24.64. He
kept the 64 cents and spent the $24 the next day in adver-
tising. We all can't duplicate this feat, but according to thebest statistics available three per cent of the grou tale houldbe put uide for advertising. ,
Possibly you will say, "I don't need to advertise. I've been
In this town thirty years and everybody knows me."
Probably they do, but did you ever stop to think of the
sales you lose because your fellow competitor advertises? He
may advertise the same goods you have in your stock, but the
people don't know you have them. The other fellow gets the
sale because he advertises. And, then, how much more business
you would do if you did advertise?
We know of one merchant who advertised a lot of goodst 19 cents a yard. They cost him 27 cents. He took a clean
loss, but while the sale was going on he could buy new goods
a. 12 cents. He put them in with the other goods and the
result was that he cleaned his shelves of the old goods and he
broke even on the deal. Advertising and good buying liqui-dated his stock without a loss.
We can't all 'be John Wanamakers, but We' all can adver- - "
tise in proportion to our business. Results will be sure if you
advertise honestly and give service. A newspaper can bring
people to your store, but it can't make people buy your goods.
Your clerks must do that, and it depends on the service you
give as to how successful your business will be.
What is done in the big cities can be done right here In
this town if you will show the pep, give the service and adver-
tise. Make butineta good. You can do it through this
managed to keep the car guided igo. The Doctor was makings
trip in the intererst of the Re-
serve 1922Carnival.He succeeded
Use envelopes to match the color of your
stationery. ,
We can supply you with fine letterheads
printed on Hammermill Bond and furnish
envelopes to match in any of the twelve
colors or white.
Remember we are letterhead specialists. You
will find the quality of our printing and the
paper we give you very high and our prices
very low.
right. Jack said that at one
time he thought of unloading. off the national debt if Mr. Lasker
among other things, in arrang
ing for a ball game between St.
J. A. Simmons will leave at an Johns and Reserve to be played
m the sixth of beptember, dur
ing carnival week.
"rly date for Magdalena, and
Mr.Hylan will take his post here.
Every one regrets losing Mr.Let Us Show You What We Can Do
' lhere will be a new janitor in
the school building this year .inWE HAVE A COMPLETE MULTIGRAPH" EQUIPTMENT
Simmons and his family, but all
are glad to know of hi& promo-
tion to the positon.of supervisor.
Mr. Simmons is perhaps one o
the must enthusiastic workers in
the forest service; ever on the
could arrange to sendsomeof his liquor
soiling ships on an inland voyage.
The Literary Digest's referendum
would seem to indicate that whil.
Americans object to a flood, they do
not want to live in a Sahara.
A Dispath from Warsaw Bays thatthe doctors there are studying th.
problom of increasing the longevity ofthr Polea: Why not try creosoting them
In the wo. years since Prohibition
hecame a law, a lot has flowed ov.r
the diim that wasn't water.
At any rate, there seem, to b.
general agreement that good citizen-
ship requires the other fellow to obeythe Volstead law, ,
BASE BALL
the' person of Nestor Gutierrezwith which to print and sign personal letters to your constituents from Atarqne.
We will match in the names for you, print and address the
Louis Conrad, a prominent catenvelopes. Ask us about it '. job working forthe best interestof that branch of the govern-
ment service. tleman
or tnis section, nas gone
to Magdalena on business. 'the sea. The medicine man in-
vestigated that he might learn
what the monster wanted. He Morris Bloom drove a party to
do him harm. They were in dia-pai- r.
So one morning a child was
born which grew to manhood by
night. He had control over the
sun and the elements. He killed
the eagle through some myste
the home of Mr. and Mrs, Deanran to the campa of the Indians
and found the monster's baby in last Sunday where a vry pleas
Glenwood
Misses Bessie and Lula Hudson
re visiting their' sister, Mif.
Cleve Hickson, at Mogollon this
week.
one of them rolled up in an ant day was spent eating fried
chicen and drinking er milk.1
Returning Mr Bloom brought his
Indian blanket He took it and
threw it to the moster in the hole
who returned, with the sea, to
Twenty-fiv- e Years aTrapper
. By Nat Straw.
Nat Straw wandered into the
effiae of The Advocate and was
brothei's wife and child. Mrs.
I had only lead at the time; not
tin with which to harden the
bullets, so the bullets used wen
very soft, We found a bear and
I wounded him in thesholder, put
not in a vital spot. He charged
t s own world, and the IndianB Bloom went to Silver City where
were never bothered again with is expected that a familyasked for a story. 'Wei I, said Nat. water. (Not even lor a Daui). reunion will take place.The medicine man turned the1 have the reputation of being A. H. Douglas, Forrest Superthe biggest liar in the country, man who had the baby into a
bear and, Indiana now will not visor was here this week onbusiness connected with thebut the story 1 will give you is 9kill bear. It also represents tothem where and how bear service and this station in par
A moonlight party was given
by Miss Maude Shelton last Sat-
urday night, Her sister. Miss E.
L, Shelton was guest of honor.
All had an enjoyable time. The
moon was shining brightly and
everyone was happy; even, the
older people felt the joy of the
occasion and entered into the
evening's entertainment with as
much enthusiasm as the young
folks.
The sister will leave shortly for
Las Cruces.
every word true.
havespent twenty-fiv- years
trapping and during that time I
ticular.
originated. Practice Game
SundayLate in the season snow came LUNA
rious use of th9 elements, which
produced electrical power that
caused a bolt of lightening to
strike and kill the eagle. There
was great rejoicing and feasting
on the spot whsre the eagle fell.
The squaws pulled outthe feath-
ers. These feathers were put
into buck skin bags. On their
way to camp the bags broke and
a heavy wind scattered thr
feathers over a large territory
The feathers then turned to
bird j which explains to them
where the birds came from.
We laugh at the Indian because
of his superstitious beliefs and
practices, but is he worse than
the bo called civilized man? His
beliefs and superstitions tuke
one direction and ours another.
He has one tradition regarding
the flood, the origin of the spec-
ies and other matters on which
we think we are enlightened, but
which are as fai from the truth.
have killed over 500 bear. I have
had a number of narrow escapes; and they were able to live on the
snow until one of them melted
gome of it for the purpose of There will be an old folks LUNA
some too narrow for any man
who might possess a weak heart.
With these remarks Nat reload-
ed and lighted his cob pipe and,
reunion August 2:4th. All ever
me. I was watching him closelv
and reached behind me for
the rifle carried by the Indian
only to discover that he had run
away. I barely had time to swing
myself into a nearby pine tree,
out of reach of the bear. The
bear tried to climb the tree and
I was forced to beat him off with
a dead limb I had broken off, and
by continually spitting tobicco
juice into his eyes I managed t
keep him a safe distance from me,
When swinging into the tree my
hat fell off, and the hear think-
ing it was me roared and tore at
it until his mate came up. Th
noise they made sounded like a
thunder storm. Discovering his
mistake he again charged the
tree and after vainly trying to
climb it, left ' with his mate.
washing blankets, the snow
then disappeared and they were fry years of age are cordially
compelled to go to work. As a invited to attend.
settling back into the editor's There will be a dance for thepenalty for having made sucn
use of the snow and having
brought such calamity on the
young people the night of the
23rd.
easy chair, unloaded the follow-
ing stories:
"One of the most narrow i
t i i
Hay making by farmers is un-
der way, and very satisfactorily
because of a lack of rain at this
time. They are getting good re-
turns from the acreage planted.W. S, Laney, Committeman,
tribe, the medicine man turned
the culprit and his family into
coyotes. And that, according to
their tradition, is where the
capes 1 have ma was witn a
brown bear. I had shot him down
and thought, of course he was W. S. Laney, who was kickel
in the side by a horse and sufcoyote originated.
After disposing or these trou
Finally seeming to conclude that bles an eal , h iving such an
LnstFrH-- Mr.t. G wira York
g.ive u delightful putty in honor
of M- - Hntfi-- Drtvus. of Silver
City, wh ia visiting friends and
reiaiivi-- in Plinsriion Valley
during the past wek.
enormous spread of wing that
friend when the other fellow it
not there. The young lady refuses
to be interviewed regarding the
matter.
J. F. Kussel and F. S. Laney
claim to have killed the largest
rattlesnake' of the season re-
cently, They failed to remove the
rattles and when relating the
story of killing, they found it
impossible to recall whether the
sniike was five feet long, andhad ten rattle or whether it waa
ten feet long with five rattles.
At any rate it makes a good
snake story. But while on the
qnestion of snake Btories, it ia
reported that several sand vipershave been killed in this vicinty.The sand viper carries one 6f
the most, deadly poisonp known
and is sometimes mistaken for
a garter snake which is not
poisonous.
I was safe, he and mate left for
other, parts,
taken litet ally, as that of th
Indian. He is sure of his inter
pretation and we are absolute
sure of our own. and in mos
instances one is just as 'reason
able us the other.
State Police Equipped With
Machine Guns Stand Guard At
Las Vegas,
" On reaching camp that night
tered several broken ribs is
able to be out. Some are of the
ipinion that Laney was hit by
the hard flst of an honorable
friend i nd t ought it was a horse
or perhaps a mule. Laney has
been advised by his friends to
keep earlier hours and try to
arrange his calls on his lady
he darkened the sky, flew over.
His daily food lOisistedof one
Indian. Their bows and arrows
were too small and too weak to
my Indian was there and he
viewed me with superstition,
doubt and alarm. Walking around
me mai'h as he would around a
C. B. Thompson is knnt busy
with his trurk hauling ifi mer-
chandise for the local merchants.
kicking horse, reaching forth
his hand to touch me. which he
finally did, he remarked, 'Well
it is you. ain't it?, .
I could tell you any number of
interesting bear stories, but as
you wish to know of the Navajo
eseirve Mercantile Go a
dead, for he lay with his head
down-betwee- his paws, limp
and apparently lifeless. A bear,
when killed, will have his eyes
open, if not dead they will be
closed. I could not see whether
or not his eyes were open, so
went to the body, leaving my
riflte against a tree, to raise h's
hes& I reached under the throat
and turned the head over, when
the bear jumped to his hind
feet and struck at me, tearing
off all of the clothing from my
left breast, just breaking thru
the skin. I pulled an old army
Colt, long barrel pistol, and be-SB-
firing at his mouth, at the
tame time backing away toward
nay rifle which I reached before
the bear reached me, and killed
him.
"Much of my hunting in this
trt of the country has been
done with a Navajo Indian by
the name of Josh LaPotti. The
Navajos will not kill a bear be
cause of superstitious beliefs in
connection with a tradition of
the Flood wherein the bear
fimires very prominently, but
tradition of which I spoke, I will
tell you that.
Ages past they lived by the
sea. There came a great flood
"MERCHANDISING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES"
Hamilton Brown Shoes, Armor Plate Hose,which drove them , from theirland. The medicine man,
as he is called by the
Indians, planted a big reed ando
all climbed into its limbs. It
grew to the under side of the
world (which, is flat) and up
thru a crater to open country
A bear passed through the
valley a few days ago, only about
a mile from town. It camo near
the home of Mrs. A. J. Kents.
Mrs. Kents shot at it, butmissed.
Her little boy also tried to shoot
it, but failed to score a hit. The
bear walked leisurely out of the
Held and away. J. G. Earl and
his hounds were called into
actir-n- ; They took up the the
trai', but never succeeded in
coming up with the bear. He
did. however, Kill a lion on the
summit of the mountain between
Luna and Reserve, while follow-
ing the trail of the bear.
The good rains which fell last
week have put a smile on the
faces of the farmers and stock-me- n
in this section. Thcraini
wre badly needed.
Big Yank Shirts,
Remington Cutlery
Schillings And
Del Monte Products.
above. There they found game
in abundance, especially deer, on
Levi Strauss Overalls,
Hodkins Gloves,
Hyer's Boots,
Stetson Hats,
which they lived.that is another story.
"On one occasion I was hunt-
ing with muzale loading rifle
and had v make my own bullets.
One day they heard a terrible
noise in the crater thru which
they hud come. A sea monster
was coming up on the Burface of
0)
WATCH FOR OUR NEXT AD. IT WILL INTEREST YOU.
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE. RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
STATES HELPING TO ELIMINATE
MENACE OF RAILWAY CROSSINGS Sore ReliefFOR ir3D.GE$TIONSomething to Think About
By V. A. WALKER
- v m
Western Canada
Land of Prosperity
offers to home seekers opportunities that can
not be secured elsewhere. The thousands ot
farmers from the United States who have
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE homesteads or buy farm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on easy terms
Fertile Land at SIB to $30 an Acre
land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the sere oats, barley and
flax also in great abundance, while raisinghorses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
table. Hundreds of farmers in WesternSrofi have raised crops in single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
With such success comes prosperity, inde-
pendence, good homes and sll the comforts and
conveniences which make life worth living.
Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying
are sources of Income second only to grain
' jar:
fv i 'Sip AiriSSH
UiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiu
TyHDDIES SIX
1 WJ Will M. Maupin
5iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimmmitihl
AFTERWHILE
WE ARE going to "cut the mus-tard,"
Afterwhile.
Likewise be "all to the custard,"
Afterwhile.
But today we're In poor fettle,
So we'll let our feelings settle;
But we're golug to show our mettle
Afterwhile. .
We will wipe out all Injustice
Afterwhile.
We'll do lots of big things trust us--
Afterwhlle.
But today Is full of pleasure
And Its golden hours we'll treasure;
But we'll start on some great measure
Afterwhile.
It's the greatest country ever '
Afterwhile.
And to reach It's our endeavor,
Afterwhile
But today we'll cpend In dreaming,
Wasting hours of "tolden gleaming;
And await a glad dawn's beaming
Afterwhile.
(Copyright by Will M. Maupin.)
r If
mals, even morality, friendship and
love.
Yet alas! these handlers of this
Iniquitous tape line perversely la-
ment their position in life and condemn
the irresponsible for faults and fall- -
ures that are their own.
To make yourself worthy In any
calling It is necessary to prove your
worthiness.
And this cannot be done except by
honest endeavor, long hours of hard
work and a manifest willingness
always to put personal Industry above
personnl Indulgence.
, 1913, by HcClurf Newspaper Syndicate.)
PROMISING.
mm I introduced agrass widow to a
grass widower to-
day.
Will anything
como of It?
Can't tell. They
exchanged
SCHOOL DAtJS
ii
6 Bellans
Hot water
Sure Relief
ELL-AN-S
254 and 75$ Packages, Everywhere
Quickly Relieved by
Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam
For 78 years Wakefleld'i Blackberry Balaamhas baen the surest and quickest remedyfor Diarrhoea, Dysentery and alt loose bowel
troubles In adults, children and babies.While It Is quick and positive In Its action,
It la harmless and does not constipate. It
checks the trouble and leaves the stomach and
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for
sudden attacks. bOc and $1. $1 bottle holdst times the 60o size. Bold everywhere.
D I C O L - Q
FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH SORES
75c at etores; 85c by mail. Addreu
New York Drug Concern, New York
Powerful.
"Old Rip Hudges, that's been wnl- -
erln' In his sins for forty years, was
converted at tlie revival last night,"
said Gap Johnson 'of Rumpus lildge.
Ark. "That there evangelist Is u pow-
erful preacher."
"He shore is," remarked an acquaint
ance. "I live half a mile away, nnd
right when he got to the top of his
lollerln' at Satan last night, h'dnggert
If the clock nt my house didn't stop!"
Kansas City Star.
Important to Mothers
Examine curefully every bottle of
OASTOUIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the yjTSignature of CVcV?n Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The Expert Accountant.
The Bride I'm in an awful mess
here, mother. I simply can't get my
expense account to balance.
Mother R's quite simple, my dear.
Deduct the Items yon can remember
from the amount you had to begin with
jnd call the difference sundries. Life.
for Economical
I H..
7K&L 4iWm ot" W
WMSmMMs USwjk i Wc o
ARE YOU WORTHY?
A COMMON and frequent complaint
nowadays among d
young men and wnnen is that they
are not making satisfactory progress.
With more or less petulance they
declare that their Incomes are not
sufficient to keep them In the style
In which they want to live.
Instead of being compelled to de-
pend on popular shops for their
clothes, they yearn to be In position
to patronize high-price- tailors and
dressmakers, and thus in their false
estimation keep step with the rich
by making repeated shows of fine
feathers.
The plehlan atmosphere In which
these hapless mortals are surrounded
Is most displeasing.
Any real effort to Improve their
mental qualifications Is apart from
the question, and contrary to their
Inmost wishes.
Though apostles of laxity, devotees
of empty pleasures and devout dis-
ciples at the shrine rf prodigality,
these disgruntled young men and
women openly blame the world for
their Imagined plight, often condemn-
ing their employers for holding them
down, when as a matter of fact their
employers have nothing whatever to
do witli It.
The man or woman who Is really
desirous of rising to the surface
where lie or Bhe can swim with head
above water must pull a hard, con-
tinuous stroke, quite regardless of
what others are doing.
It is the only way to keep at the
top and keep moving ahead.
Drifting Is perilous to everybody
who Indulges In it, certain in the end
to lend to disaster by wrecking the
fondest hopes and highest aspirations.
In spite of our vaunted pride of
progress, drifting Is becoming a na-
tional lmblt, particularly among the
d who bend their knee to
the god of gold rather than to the
god of wisdom.
Every good tiling In life Is meas-
ured by such persons with the tape
bearing the dollar mark and Us deel- -
Uncommon
Sense ft BLAKE
a
BE A GOOO LOSER
WE all liked to lose, this wouldIFbe a shiftless and an ambitlonless
life.
It Is natural to want to win In any
competition, business or athletic.
Any man would like
to feel that lie can outstrip the other
fellow In any race he enters.
He feels chagrined when he loses.
But If he amounts to anything he does
not show It.
To whine, to lose your temper, to
Invent excuses, to show jealousy If
you lose, is poor sportsmanship and
poor judgment.
You may feel badly because you
have lost, and you ought to, but re-
member that you, and no one else, are
responsible. For if the competition
wus one In which you had no chance
of winning you shouldn't have entered
It. If you did have a chance, It was
your fault that you did not Improve
it.
Pe a good loser, therefore, and gen-
erous to your opponent. But don't lose
too often.
Don't be so little concerned about
losing that you never try to win.
Don't feel that It makes no differ-
ence how the race goes. When It Is
1
I
growing ana stocx raising. Attractive
climate, ffood neighbors, churches and
schools, good markets, railroad facilities
For certificate entltlinff vna to
duced railway rates, illustrated litera
ture, maps, description of farm oppor
umucv in iviuiiiiuua, owmiuicwwi,Alberta ana onusn uuumtua, etc.
write
W, V. BENNETT
800 Peter's Trust Building
OfMha, Neb.
West Texas Military Academy
b.o.t.0. San Antonio, Texas wthYeai
A (Minted with tho tTntreraltT of Texas.
West Point, Annapolis and leading iDNtltn-Hnn- it
nf tbe United States. AraiT officer.
detailed by War Department. Uniform
equipmentlssued by Government. SeparataJunior School. Swimming Pool. Athletle
Kleld. Obamplonsof fe'ootball and Baseball.
Opens SEPT. 5. Write for new Illustrated
catalogue. J. TOM WIJLL1AMB, tjnp L
Culicura So.,
AND OINTMENT
Clear the Skin
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c
to replace old.
Bhoold be grow-
ingHair all the time.ow It willO.ltanIf Hliyon
Tonic Don't (ret bald. Bret today n
much more pleaoant. At all (rood drojrffUti, 75c,
or direct from HESSIC ELLIS, Chan, Mwb, Turn.
Some Lawyers Do.
"You didn't take that divorce case?"
"Ko. . When I asked my fair visitor
what grounds she had for see king a
divorce from her husband sh e said
she'd met another man who was a
'perfect deur.' "
"I flatter myself that I'm a pretty
fair lawyer, but I didn't see how I
could go into court and argue a case
like that!"
Don't lose a dollar's worth offline-lookin-
for a lost penny.
1
Transportation
Chevrolet Sedan
$875
f.o.b.Flint,Mick
f. o. b.
Flint,
Mich.
ometer, ammeter, oil pressure gangs,
lighting and starting switch, and
choke pull.
Standard Type of Carburetor, With
exhaust heater.
Powerful, Valve-In-Hea- d Motor '
the same type as usad in successful
cars selling at much higher prices.
.Demountable Rims with extra rim.
Many Other Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, comparison
and demonstration,
Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy
Then are 5,000 Chevrolet
Dealer! and Service Station!
Throushout the World'
y ii
partment ot Agriculture unaouiicei.
that grade crossings would be elim
hinted on all federal-ai- highways
wherever practicable. Odlclals of the
bureau are receiving hearty
from state highway departments
and the general approval of the public.
It has been found possible to revise
many plans, keeping the road entirely
on one side of the track or finding a
suitable place where the road can
cross beneath or above the track.
In some states the highway depart-
ments on account of existing legisla-
tion nre having difficulty In Inducing
the railroad companies to share the
cost of placing the highway above or
under the track.
Is simple enough If one will but put
the right foot on the running board,
grasping the body of the car, one
blind on each side of the dour, and
Getting Out of a Car.
as the weight is put upon the right
foot exert a slight forward pulling
motion with the hnmls and arms, at
the same time lifting the left leg clear
of the running board and placing it
on the lliHir of the car us illustrated
In the second drawing. With the body
In this position as the right foot is
drawn into the car the body can easily
and naturally be turned using the left
foot as a pivot and a sitting position
on the sent oi me cur iiikimi hiuiuui
awkwardness or inconvenience and
likewise without bumping one's head
against the top of the machine.
Getting Out.
In getting out of a machine If one
will but grasp the side of the body
with the right hand, at the same time
placing the right foot on the running
board, as shown In the third lllustra- -
Exit From Car Completed.
tion, their body is In such a position
that it is but a simple matter when
the weight is put on the right foot,
the head extended beyond the line of
the top, to reach over and grasp the
other side of the door opening with
the left hand, at the sume time putting
the weight of the body on the right
foot and two hands and arms, bring-
ing the left foot out of the car and
to the curb, as shown in the fourth
drawing.
Disengaged Clutch.
The clutch Is disengaged before each
shifting of transmission gears to allow
easy movement of gears and shifting
lever and prevent grating and possible
breaking of gear teeth while the shift
Is attempted. It is possible to change
gears without first disengaging the
clutch, but considerable practice and
familiarity with them Is necessary, and
danger of stripping the teeth and
struln on the entire driving system la
Kreutfy Increased.
jv-tt,- ' aWW.
1
(Prepared nr tne L'nlled Slat Leparlmnl
of Agriculture.)
What can be done when a commun-
ity sets out to rid itself of the men-
ace of railroad srmle crossings I
shown by the plans for a federal-ai-
road to be constructed in Alabama be-
tween Ariton and Clayton. In a dis-
tance of about 2"t miles the old road
crossed the railroad 14 times. I!y good
pnglneerinK 13 of these crossings have
been eliminated, the remaining one be-
ing in the small town of Clio, where
there nre only three trains a day, and
these move it t slow speed as they ap-
proach the station.
Some months nt-'- the bureau of
jiublic roads of the United States De
GET IN OUT
r ft!0r iHUUIL
Many People Do Not Seem to
Realize What a Moment's
Forethought Will Do.
PROPOSITION QUITE SIMPLE
Doors Were Made to Enter and Leava
Through and Not Bear Weight of
Person Hinges Are Made
Comparatively Frail.
Getting In or out of an automobile"
Is an awkward Job for most people.
They do not seem to realize that with
but a moment's forethought that It
can be made a very simple proposition,
says Washington I'ost. To begin with
Getting Into a Motor Car.
the average person when about to get
Into a machine proceeds to put the
right hand, if entering from the curb
side, well out on the door and to bear
upon tills hand and arm. Doors were
made to enter and leave through, not
to carry the weight of a person. They
are supported to the side of the body
by comparatively frail hinges secured
to an unrlght ptwt that forms one of
the body supports. Once a door Is
sprung it 1b well-nig- Impossible to
repair it so that It will aguln assume
Its norninl posltlou as part of the body,
fit snug and not rattle. The reason Is
because not only is the door Itself
sprung out of shnpe, but the body post
Completing the Entrance.
likewise has been sprung and It Is Im-
possible to remedy thU without re-
building
'
body posts and sills.
Getting Into an Auto.
As Illustrated In the first drawing
the matter of getting Into a motor car
fj S '"""
The World's Lowest Priced
QUALITY Sedan
'875
Tllother's Cook Boo
Why Moses Was Absent.
Note received by a New York teach-
er "Kindly exculpnte my son Moses
from being one aggrlgate day absent.
For why his mother being sick, lie had
to sojourn In the house perpetual, so
kindly apolgy him for not coming once
day to school." Boston Evening Tran-
script.
-- 0
They "Cop" the Copper.
One of the reasons why there are
practically no long distance telephone
lines connecting the principal cities of
China is that unprotected copper wires
are too strong a temptation for the
numerous robber bands that Infest the
country districts.
O
Hickory First In Fuel Value.
Shell bark hickory ranks first In
fuel value, with chestnut, white oak,
white ash and red ash following In
the order named.
Not to Be Done Lightly.
It miiv be possible for a man to love
two women at the same time, but it
certainly Isn't conducive to placidity,
and It Isn't likely even to be safe.
--O-
once mom
the Big Tree Bulletin, was printed
there.
Near the stump Is a section of the
tree 25 feet in diameter and 20 feet
long; beyond lies the Immense trunk
as it fell, measuring 302 feet from the
base to the extremity. Upon this was
situated a barroom and tenpin alley,
stretching along its upper surface for
a distance of 81 feet, affording ample
space for two alley beds side by siae.
Missouri women will vote In their
first state-wid-e primary August X,
j over have a quiet little conversation
i with yourself, and give general in
structions not to let the same thing
hiippen again.
There is such l thing as being so
good a loser that you like to lose. And
there are no competitions run off in
this world which you can afford to
enter merely for the pleasure of
letting some other man win.
You are perfectly justified In feel-
ing bad when you have lost. You nre
Justified in taking yourself Into a
corner for a lecture on the folly of
losing. The continual loser will In the
end have to part with his
and his courage, and become a mere
cumberer of the earth.
Try to win as hard as you can. If
you lose next time make up your
mind that you will win the next. De-
termine that you will win oftener than
you lose and that you will win as
nearly 100 per cent as possible.
Then when you do lose, you can
bear It with a better grace, for you
will know that such a thing is not
going to happen very frequently.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
and cover the kettle closely. Cook
slowly one hour.
Pineapple Nectar.
To one pint of pineapple Juice add
one-hal- f cupful of orange juice, four
tablespoonfuls of lemon Juice, sugar
to taste and a slice of orange and a
cherry for each glass. Combine the
Juices, add the sugar and stir until
dissolved. Fill the glasses with finely
chipped ice, pour over the fruit Juice
and top with a slice of orange Into
which a cherry has been pressed.
(, 1123, by WeiUrn Newipaper Union.)
grove are ten trees, each 30 feet lr
diameter and more than seventy trees
between 15 and 80 feet in diameter.
One of the trees, now down, "the
father of the forest," must have been
450 feet high and 40 feet In diameter,
according to a New York Times writer.
In 1853 one of the largest trees, 02
feet in circumference and over 300
feet high, was cut down. Five men
worked 25 days felling it, using large
augers. The stump of this tree has
been smoothed off and now accomo-
dates 32 dancers. In 1808 a newspaper,
Thi car, with high grade Fisher Body on the celebrated New Superior
Model
Chevrolet Chassis, is the most sensational value ever offered in motoring.
Its artistic lines, harmonious two-col- finish, refined appointments, mechanical
efficiency and four-do- construction, make it the most desirable car for all who
seek year 'round service combined with small Investment and economical
operation, , ..
It is a truly beautiful car that offers the privacy and luxury of a limousine, at
less than the cost of most open cars.
Illustrations and description convey but a poor idea of thisl922 leader in values
and desirability. You must see it to realize what a wonderful buy it u at $875t o. b. Flint, Mich. , ;
Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
5fnoW .Rear Axto Construction.
Sn-on- tt 0w'er Spiral Bevel Gears.
Standard Tranamiaeion three
peeds forward and one reverse.
Standard Braking Syatem-fo- ot
service brake, hand emergency brake.
Standard Electrical Syatem Start-
er, storage battery, electric lights.
StandardCoolingSyatem pumpcir-culatio- n,
large, honey-com- b radiator
and fan.
Standard Door a two on roadster
soupe, and light delivery, four on
touring and sedan,
Standard Instrument Board speed
uuuuiiiuuimit imiiui n itiKU ill uiu iuiii u itu uuui uii miiuii uu uuuuituu u
This world's need is men and women
great enough to be email enough to be
uaed.
REFRESHMENTS
the sultryDURING
cool drink, Ice, or frozen
cream Is always acceptable.
Green Peas Francaise.
Wash the fas before shelling, then
shell the peas and put the pods on to
cook for fifteen minutes or longer In
enough cold water to Just keep from
scorching. Use this water, hot, to put
the freshly shelled peas on to cook,
add two green onions, a sprig of
parsley, and a head of lettuce well
washed and dry; there should be
added two tablespoonfuls of butter
TRULY MARVELS OF NATURE
Immense Treet In Calaveras Grove,
California, Worth Trip Across
Country to See.
One of the most Interesting sight-
seeing places In Callfondn for the
nature lover Is Calaveras grove, fam-
ous for the grandeur and age of its
big trees. The grove Is privately
owned and Is In a small valley near
the head waters of the San Antonio,
at an clevatloa of 4,702 feet. In the
Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation
World'! Larsett Manu-
facturer of d
QUALITY Automobiles
Dealers and Parts Depots Wanted
in all territory not adequattly covered. Address
Chevrolet Motor Company
X833 Wazee Street, Denver, Colorado
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
MRS. ABBEY PROUD SICILIAN SLOWLYisesiloomLiOyf.Product8
Baby Carriages &Fumitur3
Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now for 32-Pa-
HER AILMENTS
ALL GONE NOW
Mrs. Sherman Helped by
LydiaEaPinkham'sVeg.
etable Compound
Lake,Mlchigan. "Abontoneyearaeo
I suffered with irregularities and a weak
MAllKM(iS
HI in the ijBIO CITIES
Doing Quite WellAutomobile Thieves
W YORK. AutomoDlle stenl-In- g
has Increased so rapidly In
the last three years and grown to
such vast proportions that the urgent
need for federal regulation of this
modern form of piracy has become
recognized by state and municipal, as
well as federal officials.
The theft of the motor car has de-
veloped Into one of the greatest agen-
cies for crime breeding. Not only has
the automobile bandit placed a levy
of close to $100,000,000 on the great
automobile Industry for that Is the
estimated value of the motors stolen
last year but with this vehicle of
speed a new means of flight and es-
cape Is offered to the crook In what- -
OF HER BIG GAIN
Weight Increased 39 Pounds and Nina
Years' Trouble Ended.
"I hardly see how I endured such
awful suffering, and If it hadn't been
for Teniae I don't believe I would be
here today," said Mrs. Mollle Abbey,
of Jennings Lodge, Ore.
"For nine years everything I ate
caused gas to form so that It almost
drove me distracted. I didn't dare eat
any fruit and for four years If I even
drank a glass of cold water I would
suffer dreadfully. No one who didn't
see me can Imagine the awful condi
tion I was In.
"But Tanlac changed all this and
now I'm simply feeling fine. My ap
petite Is splendid. I eat anything I
want, have actually gained thirty-nin- e
pounds and have so much strength
and energy I easily do all my house
work. Tanlac Is a wonderful medl'
Ine."
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists.
--Advertisement.
He Goes Back.
Old Ponce de Leon got on n street
car and started In quest of the foun
tain of eternal youth. And as he
went along he read the advertise- -
:nents.
New teeth for old.
Monkey glands make you young.
Elixir of I'ep.
"Stop the car, conductor," yelled
Ponce de leon. "I'm going in the
wrong direction." Louisville Courier- -
Journal.
A great deal of annoyance can be
scattered around by "pep."
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
for all theUSEFUL
ailments-bum- ps,
bruises, sores,
sunburn and chafing.
Keep a bottle in the
house. It's safe and
pure. Itcostsvery little.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
(Consolidated)
State Street New York
Eliilllllllilllli
jaseline;
to Change a Tire?
- Illustrated Booklet
Tlx Lloyd Manufacturing Company
(.UeyuooJ-Wak-fi- Co.)
.S Dipt. E
... Menominee, Michigan (19)
RADIO
selling does not require the
technical knowledge that very
many people suppose. There are
Large Profits and
Quick Turnover
due to the unprecedented
public interest
A Radio Department gets cus-
tomers into the store. Have
you considered the desirability
of having such a Department?
The Semi-Month- Magazine
of the 'Radio Industry
gives you all the information on
the subject you require. Three
dollars a year Four months
for a dollar.
Radio Publishing Corporation
Incorporated
Dept26, 342 Madison Ave,NewYork City
HEMSTITCHING and PICOTINO ATTACH-
MENT; flta all sewing- machines. Price $2:
ehecka 10c extra. LIGHTS MAIL ORDER
HOUSE, Box 137, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 22.
Cut the Kissing Short.
Hub (sampling wife's purchase)
These oranges are sour.
Wife That's strange I The grocer
told me they were sunklssed oranges
from California.
Hub I guess the movie censors
must have limited the length of the
kiss. Boston Evening Transcript.
It Did. ,
First Dkwyer "Did his address to
the jury carry conviction?" Second
Ditto "It did. His client got Ave
years."
What Is It Worth
The American People at Vacation Plav
FARGO, N. D., Americans at playhimrirAria nf" thAm . nm
coming through Fargo In a procession
of automobiles this summer.
They stop for the night at the tour-
ist camp In the woods overlooking the
meanders of the Red river, cook their
meals, sing and swap experiences
about their camp fires and In the
morning drive on.
They are to be found on all the na-
tional highways that thread the
country and on the as well,
chasing romance over the next hill-
top and around the nearest curve all
the way from Boston to Seattle down
to California and back across the
south.
The tourists who pass through here
travel west over the National Parks
highway from all the territory be-
tween Fargo and the Atlantic and
from, as far south as the frontiers of
Dixie. They travel east from south
western Canada and the Pacific coast
states. They say they are going to
Seattle, California, Yellowstone park
or to New York or Washington. But
their leading motive Is to be on their
way not to arrive.
Besides offering them the hospital-
ity of the camp the Fargo Commercial
Boy, in Dream, Sees
His Father Killed
Dallas, Tex. A smoke stack
on which they were working fell
and crushed Fletcher Lambert,
eight, and Victor Curley, twenty-eigh- t,
to death.
Just twelve hours before the
accident Rather Edward Curley,
son of Victor Cur-
ley, awakened from a troubled
sleep, crying to his mother that
he had seen his father full from
the smoke stack, which crushed
his father beneath It. On the
previous day the boy had re-
turned from Marl, where be had
visited his father and Lambert,
who were erecting the stack.
FISH WRECKS BOAT;
BREAKS MAN'S LEG
Specimen Captured off Washing-
ton Coast to Be Given to
University.
Dungeness, Wash. Destroying three
expensive salmon nets, breaking one
man's leg and wrecking a row-boa- t, a
gigantic wolf fish, fifteen feet long,
paid the death penalty after two hours
of fight off the sund spit here.
Fast In the nets, the wolf fish lay
quiet and subdued until disturbed by
Two Hours of Fight.
the fishermen, when with a swlfl
rush he overwhelmed the party.
The fish possesses a head as large
as that of a cow, massive Jaws
studded with harrow teeth, and Is
endowed with powerful strength. It
Is said to be one of the largest of the
species ever caught In the north Pa
cific.
The huge Jaws and teeth are used
for crushing clams, crabs and other
shellfish. When cleaned for presep
vation, this wolf fish monster had in
its stomach a recent breakfast, con-
sisting of nearly 200 pounds of oys
ters, clams, whole fish, three salmon
heads, a tentacle of a squid, a hair
seal flipper, the neck of a ketchup
bottle and three cork floats from the
nets.
The state university will get the
specimen.
FAKES AGE TO GO TO PRISON
Boy, Sixteen, Wanted Jail of Real
Men, Not Kids Confessed
Stealing Auto.
Brooklyn, N. Y. "I didn't want to
hang out with the kids and be sent
away with them."
George Topping, sixteen years old,
made this statement when the com
plaint of grand larceny against him
was dismissed by Judge McLaughlin
In county court. The Judge turned the
youth over to the children's court.
George, when arrested May 8, con
fessed stealing an automobile. He
gave his age as twenty-on- e. He was
then sent to the New York city re-
formatory. Assistant District Attor
ney Taylor of Brooklyn was given
documentary proof that George was
sixteen years old, not tweniy-on-
George looks like a man.
"I knew I was guilty," he said, "so
I decided to go to Jail with real men
and not kids. That's why I lied about
my age."
Tied to Stake, Nearly Roasts.
Klngsvllle, Ont., Canada. An after
math of the Indian scare In this sec-
tion of Ontario was the cause of the
serious condition of Jack Saunders,
schoolboy, who is a victim of a "wild
Indian game."
The lad was placed In the center of
a heap of logs and tied to a stake.
Playmates set fire to the pile with a
torch. The flames soon got beyond
the boys' control. The lad would
have burned to death had not a
passerby Jumped through the flames
and cut away the ropes and dragged
off the victim.
TURNS TO STONE
is Tramping Across Sand Wastes
in Texas to Die Among Pet
rified Trees.
SCION OF OLD ROME
Race With Death Is Nearlng End,
Though His Muscle Are Harden-
ing Fortune Depleted by
World War.
Brownsheld, Texas. Mile by mile
through the sand wastes of western
Texas, his body slowly turning to
stone so that even a smile on his face
Is hardly distinguishable, Guiseppl Or-
lando, scion of one of the oldest Sicil-
ian noble families, Is slowly trudging
his way to the petrified forests of
Arizona where he hopes to die.
Unless some passing tourist lends a
kindly hand he may never reach his
destination. The strange malady with
which he was afflicted several years
ago In Sicily Is slowly making walk'
lng Impossible. His nose Is already
as hard as marble. Physicians In
Europe and America, to whom he has
appealed, shake their heads In despair.
He has what Is commonly known as
myositis ossificans, a disease In which
large areas of muscles gradually be
come hardened by limestone deposits,
Arterial sclerosis Is a similar disease,
but the limestone forms only In the
blood vessels. It Is only a matter of
time in myositis, however, until the
vital organs of the body are affected
and death steps In like a dream at
night.
A Beloved Teacher.
Orlando, an old man at sixty-tw-
spent his life In a little Sicilian village.
Though afforded a good education by
the money one ancestor after another
had handed down to his parents, he
never had to work for a living. He
was not Idle. On the contrary, he was
the village's most Interesting, most
fascinating teacher. On the curb-
stones of one of the by streets groups
of children flocked about him at all
hours of the day, even Into the night.
He taught them the history of their
country, the glories of the old Roman
empire, In which his ancestors played
so great a part. What he learned
from books merely supplemented that
which his parents had told him and
his grandparents had told his parents.
The World war vastly depleted the
family fortunes, until he, an only
child, without a definite vocation In
life, too old to learn any, was re-
duced nlmost to poverty. To add to
his distress he fell a victim to this
strange disease. He had read about
the petrified forests In the United
States, and he determined, Inasmuch
as his own body was soon to be petrl'
fled, that he would die where nature's
plants and animals had died such a
death.
Sails for America.
So he set out for America with the
pittance the poor villagers had given
him. When he arrived his money was
Is Slowly Trudging His Way to the
Petrified Foresta.
gone, and he determined to walk
across the country to accomplish the
one great aim of his life.
Orlando Is nearlng his goal, but so
is the dreadful disease. He walks with
great difficulty. The food that farm-
ers and townspeople en route give him
Is received only with a courtly bow
and "thank you," spoken In good Eng-
lish he cannot move the skin and
muscles of his face enough to smile.
But he does smile inwardly. He smiles
with pnch sten he takes, knowing that
he Is nearer his land of death where
all that has died and all that is dying
turns to stone.
Chick With Extra Eye and Bill.
Trenton, Mo. A chicken with three
eyes and two bills was found In a
flnrk of chicks that were hatched by
a hen belonging to Lucretla Shaw of
this city. In caring for the small
chicks of her flock Mrs. Shaw acci-
dentally ran across the freak chicken.
It was well formed otherwise ana
eemed to be as pert and healthy as
the others.
ness ana at times wan
obligedtostayoffmy
feet. I doctored with
fnmi'K, TVivaicinn
I , lj and he finally said he
my case, so I decided
totryLydiaE. Pink-ham's Vegetable
Compound. After I
had taken the first
bottle I could see
that I was gettingbetter. I took several
bottles of the Vegetable Compound and
used LydiaE. Pinkham's Sanative Wash
and I am entirely cured of my ailments.
You may publish this letter if you
wish." Mrs. Mart Sherman, Route 2,
Lake, Mich.
There is one fact women should con-
sider and that is this. Women suffer from
irregularities and various forms of weak-
ness. They try this and that doctor, aa
well as different medicines. Finally they
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Compound,
and Mrs. Sherman's experience is simply
another case showing the merit of this
well-kno- medicine.
If your family physician fails to help
you and the same old troubles persist,
why isn 't it reasonable to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound T
She Said It.
My small daughter had a habit of
asking every one to stay for the next
meal, no matter who It was.
One diiy I was tired, and as one of
my friends was coming over I told
Jeannette that I would spank her If
she nsked this woman to stay for sup
per.
In due time my guest arrived ana
as soon as she was seated Jeannette
said: "Can you stay for supper?
Mamma said if I asked you she would
spank me." Exchange.
Conventional Standby.
'Suppose we could communicate
with the Martians?"
"Well?"
"They might tulk of something we
nevi-- r heard about."
That wouldn't make any difference.
We could reply, '(Julte so.' 'Yes, In-
deed.' 'You don't say' nnd 'Really,'
Just ns we always do In a ense like
that." Birmingham
Makes Hard Werk Harder
A bad back makes a day's work
twice aa hard. Backache uaually cornea
from weak kidneya, and if headaches,
dizziness or urinary disorder! are added,
don't wait get help before the kidney
disease takea a grip before dropsy,
gravel or Bright'a diaeaae aeta in.
Doan't Kidney Pillt have brought
new life and new strength to thousands
of working men and women. Used
and recommended tho world over.
A.sk your neighborl
A Colorado Case
S. E. Cheeseman,
41 W. First St.. La
Junta, Colo., says:
"My back hurt when
I attempted to stoop
and waa painful. My
kidneya acted Irreg-
ularly and the secre-tions were scanty. I
learned of Doan's
Kidney ,PMs and
bought some. I was
soon cured of the
ailment and for the
nnnt few vears I
have not had any return of It. so I am
certain my cure Is permanent."
Cat Daan'a at Any Store, 60c a BoaDOAN'S.1
CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.
VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
troubles are most dangerous be
cause of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking
GOLD MEDAL
The world's standard remedy for these
disorders will often ward off these dis-
eases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for tho namo Gold Modal on orery bos
ad occopt no unltatioB)
Pil es
are usually due to straining
when constipated.
Nujol being a lubricant
keeps the food waste soft
and therefore prevents
straining. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it not only
soothes the suffering of
piles but relieves the irrita-
tion, brings comfort and
helps to remove them.
Nulol fg alubricant not
a medicine or
laxative so
I f&sth cannot gripe.Try it today.
Lady Boss of "Dixieville" Keeps Busy
ever field he chooses for his operation
Even the automobile trade has not
tried to compile complete figures show-
ing the nation-wid- e extent of thefts
for a given period, but state and mu-
nicipal authorities have been as-
sembling statistics.
The National Automobile Dealers'
association has covered twenty-eigh- t
cities which are taken as an Index to
the country.
Neither the American Automobile
association nor the National Automo-
bile Chamber of Commerce has gone
In detail Into the subject, but by
gathering the figures available from
all these sources, together with the re-
ports of municipal and police authori-
ties, the general results' are obtained.
The association's report published
last week for 1921 shows that 37,554
motor vehicles were stolen In the year.
The figures for 1019 were 33,508 and
for 1920 were 80,046. There were
21.273 recovered last year In the
twenty-eigh- t cities. The report In
reality covers only a small part of
the country and Indicates an estimate
of 100,000 thefts of cars not recovered
may be far too conservative.
club provides Information; road maps
and the use of a restroom.
Nearly all of the pilgrims are "nice,
intelligent, communicative people
doctors, business men, retired mer-
chants, lawyers. .
The women folk for the greater part
wear knickers or bloomers and wrap
leggings or golf stockings. All of
those jwan terers who sop at the
camp carry tents. Many are equipped
with gasoline stoves, while others use
the brick fireplaces of the camp
ground on which to cook their meals.
There Is an air of comradeship
among the tourists and between them
and the caretakers of the camps. A
hall serves as a presentation, and In
troductions are dispensea witn.
tne-nv- towns ui uver an
Is the ten-stor-y Dixie office building,
at present occupied by 1,000 workers
and ultimately to be occupied by
about. 1,500 more.
Over this domain Miss Marcus Is
boss. It Is her business to see to It
that every room and store In "Dixie
ville" Is populated with none but the
desirable. She watches the windows
in the stores of "Dlxlevllle's" Main
street, because under Its laws every
window must look like Its neighbor,
with no garish posters.
She makes all contracts for lm
provements and repairs, she runs the
electric service, she bosses the Jani-
tors and the scrubwomen and the rest
of the working force, she receives the
complaints and suggestions of the In-
habitants, and collects the rentals.
And, In between, she has an eye on
the elevators, keeping before her the
dally mileage of each elevator and the
number of stops each makes, In order
to check them up for efficiency and
economy.
"Yes, It's a Job that keeps the mind
busy," says Miss Marcus. "And what
keeps the mind busy keeps one happy.
That's why I like it."
Earned Some Money
VOCATIONAL
TRAINING en u
PAYS $H I I
In some Instances an opportunity to
get agricultural Instruction. The De-
catur high school reports an enroll-
ment of forty-seve- n boys for the year,
About forty home projects were com-
pleted during the year, showing a to-
tal earning of almost $4,000, or $100
a student, through the supervised
home' work.
"A cla at St. Joseph conducted a
class project by organizing a club
among the boys and purchasing 250
head of sheep. They mado a profit ol
$1,000 on the project.
"A class at Metropolis operated a
modern dairy on the school grounds,
learning all the processes by doing the
work as laboratory work. They cleared
800 on the enterprise.
On the road changing a tire is not an especially
pleasant task.
The dust or mud, the grease and grime, the tedious
delay all are things we like to avoid.
But the time to think about these things is when
you buy the tire not after the blow-ou- t occurs.
Forsometiresblow out much more easily than others.
Outward appearance counts for little.
It is the material in the tire and the construction
of it that determines its strength.
Goodyear recognizes these facts and all Goodyear
Tires are made of long staple cotton.
Take the 30 x 3 Cross Rib Clincher Tire here illus-
trated, for example.
It is made of Arizona cotton, the fibres pf which
average 1 xi inches long.
Many 30 x 3 clincher tires are made of short
staple cotton from inch to i inches long.
This means less strength and greater danger of
blow-out- s more tire troubles.
Yet this high grade guaranteed Goodyear Tire
costs only $10.95.
You can buy some tires for even less than this but none
with the fine materials and construction of this one.
Can you afford to take a chance on more frequent
tire troubles for the sake of the slightly lower price
On a door on theCINCINNATI.
of the Dixie Terminal,
which Is an office building, arcade und
street railway terminal In one, Is a
sign that reads: "Miss Anna Marcus,
Building Manager." And inside pre-
sides a young woman who from a
large mahogany desk rules the com-
munity that Inhabits the vast building.
She Is Miss Anna Marcus.
She Is, In fact, the mayor of a pri
vate town all housed In one building
a town with a Muln street, the arcade,
that has In it fifty stores of all kinds.
Dixie Terminal It's called. Call It
rather "Dixieville." In Miss Murcus'
Dixieville" there Is a union traction
depot where 85,000 persons go every
day to take street cars for the over- -
Learned a Lot and
ILL. Students inSPRINGFIELD,
agriculture classes
of Illinois schools, under the pro-
visions of the Smith-Hughe- s bill,
have not only gained the benefit of
practical Instruction, but this year
many of them have profited finan-
cially by the work, says Carl Colvin,
superintendent of vocational educa-
tion, through whose department the
funds laid aside for this purpose are
distributed.
There were 3,000 boys enrolled in
agriculture this year. The home proj-
ect work conducted by these boys
has been of especial Interest because
of the very practical results.
One fcchool Bridgeport reports
$7,500 profits earned by the class in
home project work. This shows, Mr.
Colvin states, "what meth
ods of farming will accomplish even
under the most adverse markat con-
ditions."
Central high school reports $728
net profit earned by eight boys grow-
ing four and one-ha- lf acres of straw-
berries on their home farms, while
three boys made 380 from thirty-fou- r
acres of wheat.
Farm boys In the city high
schools," says Mr. Colvin, "have had
of cheaper tires?
'Wntifo Made lor Wntit i Tudi"
m
"My fair face wrii my fortune once
But ev'rybody knows
That tince that box of TaultW came,
My fortune's in my clothes." .
Tjfr HMBB J ;
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Changes Last Year's Frock to New
Putnam Fadeless Dyes -d- yes or tints as you wishlie
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Southwest News
From All Over
New Mexico
and Arizona
BUILDING
PLAN FOR FOREST HIGHWAYS
FOREIGN
The Japanese capital has been In the
grip of a wave of extreme heat. Pros-
trations averaged twelve daily.
Dr. Wang Chung Ilul has accepted
the acting premiership of China, after
the customary three refusals, It has
been announced.
The London Mirror recently quoted
an arrival at Liverpool from Cork as
saying that Eamon de Valera has been
wounded In Cork.
MaJ. W. T. Blake has completed an-
other lap of his airplane journey
around tiie world, arriving at Delhi,
India, a few days ago.
Death by shooting of thirty of the
social revolutionists on trial at Mos-
cow, including four women, was de-
manded by the prosecutor, M. Kryle-ko- ,
In summarizing the evidence
Romanticists May Deny It, but Avei
age Man Beyond Middle Age
Knows It to Be a Fact,
Someone Raymond Hitchcock, 1
think used to sing a little song about
the difference just a few hours makes.
He might have gone a little farther.
What a difference Just a few dollars
make.
Rebecca Colt It is Cole, now,
though It used to be something else
when Old Abe opened his boots, bottles
and iron emporium In our back
alley Rebecca and I used to be good
friends. She was a tarnation pretty
girl, Becky was. More than that. She
was a ripping, raving, tearing beauty,
She didn't have the clothes, then. The
most you could say for them was that
they were clean. The girls in our
town were Just finding out that hair
could be marcelled, waved and what-
notted by hired help. Their mothers
had always washed their own hair and
sat on the back porch until it dried
Becky had to wash her own and fluff
It around with her hands until it could
be put up. Entranclngly pretty, Becky
was, at such moments.
I was in love with her, of course,
But my mother savaged me whenever
the fact came to her attention. Becky
was pretty, she admitted, but that was
about all that could be said of her.
and she was handicapped by that
boots, bottles, and old iron ancestry;
Becky was sort of in love with me,
think. Just propinquity, probably, but
her eyes used to shine very pretty
when I hove In sight. Well, I was
chased away from the paternal hamlet
for one reason and another, and when
I got back the old man had moved to
a better street, and mother rode down
to market in a glass-inclose- d car that
had a sort of family likeness to
hearse, and the town newspaper printed
my picture, as the son of the well-
known and popular, etc.
So I sort of looked down on Becky.
When we met we were both embar
rassed. We could not get back to the
frank camaraderie of our youth. That
Infernal boots, bottles and old iron
skeleton rattled its dry bones in our
ears. I walked down Main street with
Becky one day, but I was conscious of
my condescension. , ..
I met Becky again yesterday, for the
first time In years. Old Abe has run
that second-han- d shoestring of his in
to a large and odorous tannery. He
will always be Old Abe, essentially
bootsy, bottley, and old irony,' but nev:
erlheleiss rich. Becky has tftarried a
rising young millionaire. They have
more bottles In their cellar than
ever saw in a fancy grocery.
Becky condescended to me. Nothing
nasty. But she was conscious of her
social superiority. Ain't It funny what
a difference Just a few scads make
Dally News.
Wedding Rings.
It was once an old English wedding
custom for theridegroora at the cere-
mony to present the bride with a purse
of money ns well as a ring. This ap
pears In the words of the ceremony as
given lu an old edition prayer
book:
"With this ring I thee wed,
This gold and sliver I give thee."
The ring was the sign that the wife
was entrusted with i her husband s
property; specially valuable posses
sions were delivered into her care,
She was responsible for them. Wed
ding rings were often used as seals.
and with them.'the fastenings of house
hold treasurers were stamped. Roman
rings were Iron seal rings, and It was
common for a man to give ills wife
two of them one, of gold, ,to wear
outside the house for show and one,
of Iron, for every day use. The tradi
tion of the "fourth finger of the left
hand with the vein Jeading directly to
the heart" seetus, to' have an ancient
origin, the thumb being reckoned as
first finger.
Once Was Enough.
There's one taxlcab driver In New
York who has an inordinate fear of
highwaymen, , especially when he'i
crossing a bridge, says the Sun, of that
city. He takes ingenious precautions
to foil holdup :'men.
Following a dance recently a couple
entered a taxlcab. They were about to
drive over a lonely stretch of Wash-
ington bridge wjien the cab was sud-
denly drawn up to the curb.
The driver sprang from his seat
and pulled open the door. The girl
clutched her escort's arm, both gap-
ing nervously at the driver, expecting
gun to be thrust at them.
"I wuz held up on this very bridge
once, the driver gaspea, "and I don't
expect It to happen agin if I can help
I'm tellln' you folks now that all
ve got is ?i3.tso, an imitation gold
atch and this here phoney diamond
ring."
Acute Stomach Trouble" Not Fatal.
Pretty nearly every week we see in
the paper that the Hon. Mr. So and
So, while making an after-dinne- r
speech, was seized with "acute 'stom-
ach trouble," was taken to his hotel
and soon died. That Is never true. No-
body was ever killed by an attack of
acute stomach trouble.
There was long standing organic
disease In .some other organ of his
body. The sick organ is probably his
heart, the next chance Is his kidneys
and the third chance his brain. Dr. K.
C. Cabot in "A Layman's Handbook of
Medicine.".
Wireless Set In Matchbox.
Two new inventions are a wireless
rwpivlne station in a match box. nnrt
wireless receiver that can ho worn
DUTY ON SUGAR
. ;...
NEW TARIFF SCHEDULE OF 2.3
CENTS A POUND IS COMPRO-- i
MISE ON FORMER RATE.
, L
LENROOT LEADS FIGHT
OPPOSED TO PAYING POTASH
PRODUCERS BOUNTY FOR
FIVE YEARS. -
Washington. The Senate approved
an Increase of three-tenth- s of a cent a
pound In the tariff on sugar, rejected
a plan for a government bounty of $9,- -
500,000 for domestic potush producers
und rescinded its former action in vot
ing an Impost of 2 cents a pound on
white arsenic. Potash and white ar
senic were placid on the free list.
The sugar rate of 2.3 cents a pound
was a compromise between the ' 2.5
cents duty urged by Louisiana cane and
western beet sugar producers, and the
2 cents proposed by the House and
approved by the finance committee
majority. It is three-tenth- s of a cent
above the tariffjn the existing emerg
ency act and l.Oji cents above that In
tiie untierwood 'act.
The compromise was offered by Sen
ator Smoot of Utah, ranking Republic
an on the finance committee, and was
accepted by the same vote that the
Senate rejected the 2.5 cents duty, 37
to 35.
Before considering the bounty, the
Senate voted GO to 1 to strike out the
provision by which a tariff duty would
have been imposed on pot;h for five
years at the safne rates that it was
proposed to pay! the bounty 2 & cents
a pound for the first two years, 2
cents for the third year, 1 cents for J
tiie lourth year, and 1 cent for the
fifth year. SemUor Jhortridge, Repub
lican, California)? ulone voted against
eliminating the duty, explaining thut
he thought the Industry should be fos
tered by a tariffed hot by a federal
bounty.
Because of the operation of the 2C
per cent tariff deferential ullowed to
Cuba, - the 2,3 ; cents '.rate on sugar
would work out at'1.84 cents a pound
on sugar from thut country, which
constitutes practically all o; Ameri
can imports..) Thi ' rate on- - Cubjin
sugar Is .24 of 1 cent above "the c
isting tariff und .10 of 1 cent lower
than proposed by Senutor P.roussard
Demoerut, Louisiana, who led tlu
fight for the 2.5 cents rate.
Hie sugitr. fight led to five roll
calls, on several-- .which Itepubllean
leaderaKimd. tiie fitjat?' committee
majority' split. The Kepuhllcan agri
cultural-tarif- f bloc voted practical!?
solidly, however, first for the highest
rate proposed and then for the Smoot
compromise. On the first roll call
ine senate
.rejctej,.,fj to ly,. a pro
posal by Senator yerryy Jpeniocrat
Rhode Island, to restore the Under'
wood rate of iy4 cents a pound; then
it voted down, 50 to 21, ifnothet
amendment by Senator Gerry to make
the rate 1.4 cents. Senator Willis pro
posed a rate of 2 cents, but thli
was disapproved, 48 to 22.
ine committee pro
posing to pay potasli producers t
bounty over a aperlod of five yean
led to a sharp flkht, during which Sen
ator Lenroot, IJepubllcan, Wisconsin
denounced the" proposition as one
which would open the door of the
federal treasury fin- - a steady drain
of the same sort In the future.
"Adopt tills amendment," lie said
"and we embark on the sen of boun
ties from which we may never re
turn."
Senator Smoot replied that as he
saw the situation, "it wns a question
whether the United States was to give
its Industry an opportunity to devel
op or to pernft-- ; the German nnc
French Cartels tb liuve complete dom
ination."
Irish Faction Near Settlement'
London. A message from Strabam
received by the Exchange Telegraph
Company stated that a settlement be
tween the Ulster government and the
Free State authorities was imminent,
the terms of agreement having been
practically arranged in negotiations
proceeding in London. In Downing
street, however, all knowledge of any
such Irish negotiations was dis-
claimed and a telegram from Helfast
quoted Ulster government officials as
denying that A settlement with the
Tree State was at hand.
Claims Discussion Near End,
Washington Ureal dent Harding
that the 'state department will
suurtly be able to announce the Insti-
tution of negotiations for settlement
of German-America- claims arising
out of the war.
Seeks New Hospital Plan.
Washington; &ew .policies of hos
pitalization for disabled veterans of
the World war are to be taken up at E.
Mice with President Harding. Director
Forbes of the veterans' bureau an-
nounced after an inspection of nearly"
of the veterans' hospitals in the
country. The director said he had be- -
ome convinced that what the tuber
cular and menturpntients needed most
vera some other" kind of Institutions
Una hospitals
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED AECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.
FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE-
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WESTERN
Federal officials, assisted by Sheriff
W. J. Hoggatt of Cowlitz county,
Wash., raided the ranch house of Ja-
cob Tulskus, two miles north of Kula-m- a,
uml interrupted a meeting of dele-
gates of the Workers' I'arty of Amer-
ica.
Miss F.lizubetli Jones,
daughter of I'rof. L. V. Jones, head of
the department of chemistry of Prince-
ton University, met u tragic death in
Yoseinlte valley recently when she
slipped und fell over a cliff Into the
swirling wafers of the Merced river.
Eight of the sixty members of the
United States Naval Academy of 1SS1,
who have been attending a reunion of
the class In Tokio, returned to this
country a few days ago on the United
States transport Logan. Secretary of
the Navy Denhy, a member of the
class, and the rest of the party are ex-
pected to arrive on the transport Hen-
derson about Sept. 1.
ISut for her presence of mind, Mary
Miles Minter might have suffered se-
rious disfigurements recently when
she was thrown into a window In the
vestibule of her private railroad car
by the Jar of a switch engine, at Vic-
tor, Idaho. Throwing tip her arms, the
petite blonde star escaped with a se-
vere cut on her left arm and numer-
ous scratches and brulshes about her
t ody.
The public of the United States and
the world at large has been "deliber-
ately misinformed as to the results of
prohibition in San Francisco," and
"there has been a decided increase In
the number of Inmates in state cor-
rective Institutions since prohibition
began," the Grain Trade Association
of the San Frum-lsc- Chamber of Com-
merce said in resolutions made public
recently. The total monthly urrests
In the city for Intoxication have
"steadily and rapidly Increased since
the first month of prohibition," the
resolution said. They continued that
not only has there been tin Increase
In the number of inmates In state
prisons, Insane asylums and Institu-
tions for the feeble-minde- but a
decided increase In serious crime.
WASHINGTON
Kobert 11. Kerr has been nominated
to be postmaster at North (jrosveu'or
Dale, Colo.
Representative Lemuel I'. Padgett
of Tennessee died at bis home In
Washington.
Denial that he had ever engaged In
cotton speculation on the New York
exchange, as charged recently In the
Senate by Senutor Heflin, Democrat,
Alabama, was made by W. P. G. Hard-
ing, governor of the federal reserve
board, in a letter to Senator McLean,
Republican, Connecticut.
American citizens sending parcel
post packages to Mexico no longer
need worry about them being lost. Ef-
fective July 1, a regular registered in-
demnity will be paid by the l'ostoffice
Department for packages sent to the
Central American republic that disap-
pear while in transit. This notice was
sent to all postmasters by Third As-
sistant Postmaster General lllover.
lirig. lien. Oliver Lyman Spuulding,
former assistant secretary of the treas-
ury and for many years prominent In
public affairs in .Michigan, died recent-
ly at his home In Washington, aged S!)
years. General hpauiuing served
throughout the Civil war with the
Twenty-thir- Michigan Infantry.
Retail food prices in fifteen out of
twenty-fou- r representative cities In the
United States Allowed an increase dur-
ing the month from June 1," to July IB,
the Department of Labor's bureau of
labor statistics announced. A 2 per
cent Increase was noted at Denver and
a 1 per cent Increase at Salt Lake City.
Indictments were returned recently
by the special grand Jury Investigating
alleged war frauds ugalnst Ernest C.
Morse, former director of sales of the
War Department: Everly M. Davis,
president of the E. M. Davis Chemical
Company of New York, and Alexander
W. Phillips, associated with Davis.
The three men, all of whom live in
New York, were charged in the indict-
ment with having defrauded the gov-
ernment out of more than $l,0(X),OO0.
The alleged fraud was In connection
with the sale of the war-buil- t plant of
the Old Hickory Powder Company
Nullification of the decision of the
Supreme Court, ordering dissolution of
the Southern Pacific-Centra- l Pacific
combine would be of "untold disadvan-
tage to the mountain and middle west-
ern states," according to a letter from
Governor Shoup of Colorado, received
by Senator Plilpps. Similar letters and
telegrams have been received by other
senators from western and middle
western states urging that no action
be taken by uny federal agency to nul-
lify the purpose of the Supreme Court
decision.
BABY BEEF MOST PROFITABLE'
Young Animals Give Greater Roturnl
Than Older Ones Can Be More
Economically Fattened.
The phrase "baby beef hals been in
existence for many years. At first it
was to some extent a term of re.
proach, but any stigma attached to It
hag worn off, and It Is now part and
parcel of modern farming.
Baby beef Is early maturity In con-
centrated form. An animal that loses
its calf flesh may yet be finished, at a
fairly early age, but it will ' never
make baby beef. The latter, in addition
to early maturity, must combine qual-
ity, finish and thickness of flesh.
There are many cattle that cannot be
fattened early; breeding will play Its
port in this as in other things.
Experiments carefully planned and
carried out have demonstrated ' that
young animals will give a greater re-
turn in beef for food, and can, there-
fore, be more economically fattened
than older ones..
The advantage is from 20 to M
per cent In favor of the younger ani-
mal. This Is quite sufficient margin
to Induce many who have not yet es- -
sayed baby beef to try it. It ihas
advantage in being ready for
the market at any time, and'' can be
sent off If trade is good or held back
If prices are low. There is a'"(Uilelter
turn-ove- r, a greater profit, and a bet--
"Pierreponi Golden Prince"- - Winner
of the First Prize and a Champion-
ship Shorthorn, at the Royal Coun- -
ties Agricultural Society Cattle
Show at Guildford, England.
ter choice for markets. The main fac.
tors are better, breeding and better
feeding, botlrgood In themselves apart
from baby beef. English Livestock
Journal.
WOOL AND MEAT FROM SHEEP
-
Ajnilmals Require Very Little Grain
and Are variable in Destroying
Noxious Plants.
An. .average high grade sheep can
pro'ce a .fleece weighing from five
to eight pounds, and raise a lamb
weighing 80 pounds In a year. If nec-
essary it can live without a single
mouthful of grain, since forage' crops
and permanent pastures will carry
the sheep thji year round. Sheep have
two important advantages over other
classes of live ' stock. They require
practically no grain and they destroy
brush and bushes.
MINERAL MIXTURES FOR HOGS
Wood Ashes, 8alt and Lime Increase
Appetite for,,Feed and Im-- '.
proves Health.
TToffs rrnve Hnfnethtnsr In addition
to the feeds given to theuiT Wheu
fed mineral mixtures containing In
gredients such . as wood' ashes, sail
and lime, they not only seem better
satlsfledy- but have a greater appetite
for their feed and the general health
is Improved.
MIGHTY GOOD FEED FOR HOGS
Oats Are Recommended Where Scat
tared on Clean Floor Barley
' Also Is Favored.
Oats Is a common crop on most
farms, and oats is a mighty good feed
for hogs. It is better not to feed II
in a self-feed- for brood sows, but
on a clean floor all the sows
will eat up quickly. Barley Is also ggpd.
for swine and may be soaked and fed
whole.
Scours and Thumps.
Scours and thumps are among the
Jangers which are apt to beset the
young pig during the first few day
of its life.
Purebreds Bring More Money.
Pure bred live stock costs no mor
to feed than common stock and bring
more money.
Horse Easily Poisoned.
Albuquerque will open the bids on
the $340,000 bonds the latter part of
August. The money will be used for
new water mains, sewage disposal
plant and storm sewers.
At the meeting of the New Mexico
State Farm Bureau held In Clovls,
Charles Adams of Union county wai
chosen as the president of the organ-
ization. Fred Davis of Roosevell
county Is the new vice president.
Over 200,000 pounds of wool have
been shipped from Wagon Mound dur-
ing the past ten dnys. Many of the
sheep men claim that the crop will
run 15 per cent under the clip of last
vear will bring over $1,000,000.
The highest price paid for wool In
the state this year was received by J.
H. Clements and company of Roswell
when the compuny sold 120,000 pounds
for 41 cents per pound. The clip to
be sold on the Roswell market this
year.
Robert Kealey of Cochise, Ariz.,
was bitten by a rattlesnake a few days
ago. He put his hand In a can and
was bitten on the finger. Ha was hur
ried to Wlllcox to a doctor for treat-
ment and Is getting along fairly well
with the exception of a badly swollen
hand and arm.
Announcement of the appointment
of Dr. Frank W. Schwartz as super-
intendent of the Arizona state hospital
for the insane lias been made by Gov-
ernor Campbell. The appointment
was made to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of Dr. Ray Fergu-
son, several days ago.
Mayo Simpson, Prescott barber, was
found guilty by a Federal Court Jury
on six of eight counts of an Indict-
ment charging him with dealing In and
possessing narcotics. Judge Sawtelle
sentenced him to twenty-fiv- e months
In Leavenworth penitentiary and then
dismissed similar indictments against
the mother and brother of the defend-
ant.
J. D. Whltten, held at Globe, Ariz.,
on a warrant from Angleton, Tex.,
barging murder in connection with
the killing of u supposed Ku Klux
Klansman in Texas, was liberated fol
lowing failure of Texas authorities to
reply to telegrams sent by the local
sheriff and Inquiring whether , they
wished the prisoner detained longer.
Whltten was arrested July 13.
The raise at the Calumet and Je
rome, near Jerome, Ariz., lias been
completed to a height of 150 feet and
It is dunned to commence drifting to
the south soon. The country opened
by the raise Is said to be of a highly
promising nature and much Interest is
felt as to what will be opened when
the crosscut readies the ore disclosed
by the diamond drill hole that was put
down a couple of years ago.
Actual work Is tinder way on the
flfteen-inil- e stretch of state highway
between Silver City, N. M., and the
Mangas, to cost over $50,000. The
contractor, N. J. Skousen, lias a force
of forty men and numerous teams em-
ployed in the work. The new link,
when completed, will provide a first-clas- s
road between Silver City and
Cliff, a distance of thirty miles.
For some time interest in the
unit of the New Mexico Na-
tional Guard seems to have waned and
there is a possibility that the guard
will be disorganized in the near fu
ture. Adjutant General Brown visited
Alaniogordo recently on an Inspection
trip, and after discussing the matter
with a committee of citizens, stated
that in all probability the troop would
be disorganized at once.
Vocational men In training at the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts and men
In Las Cruces have completed plans
to open a commissary at
Las Cruces for the benefit of veterans
of the World War and other wars.
The provisional directorate consists of
the following named persons: James
Hugo, general manager; Zara II. Me
Donnell, treasurer; Fred Sandoval,
salesman; G. II. Thompson, James T.
Ferguson, Samuel Clark, J. M. Cor
dova. J. Cameron, J. B. Foster, J. A.
Llvesay and M. Serna.
. If the present plans are carried out,
the New Mexico insane asylum will
soon have addition which, when
completed, will cost about $100,000.
The addition will be two stories In
height and will be composed of brick
and concrete. C. W. Barrett, the
architect, has announced that the
buildings will be ready for occupation
by February 1. One of the buildings
will be In connection with the wom-
en's dormitory and will provide space
for at least fifty-fo- more beds. The
other building will contain a complete
operating room, room, reception
room and other smaller quarters.
Seven minutes after the case had
been given Into their hands, members
of a Jury in Judge Jenckes' division of
the Supreme Court at Phoenix, re
turned a verdict finding Tom Akers
not guilty of committing aggravated
assault upon Ira Haywood, negro, who
was whipped and painted with Mree
"K'e" on the night of Murch 1.
The Monntainalr (N. M.) Band, or all
ganized early In the year, gave ltl
first open air concert of the season a
few days ago, with a large crowd in
attendance. Weekly concerts will oc
cur for the rest of the suremer.
Secretary Wallace Approves Program
Involving Outlay of Approxi-
mately $10,000,000.
(Prep&red by the United State Department
oi Agriculture.;
A program of national forest high
way construction Involving an outlay
of approximately $10,000,000 for 1,170
miles, of road in 23 states has been
approved by Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace. This program will bt
financed largely from the forest high-
way fund provided by the federal high.
way act. About $6,500,000 Will come
from this source, $1,000,000 from otto
er national forest road appropriations,
and the balance of $2,500,000 will be
contributed by states and counties.
The work provided for is as follows
ProposedStates Expenditure Miles
Alabama ,, 1 8,963 16
Alaska 896,850 56
Arizona 1,011,600 133
Arkansas 142.796 a
California 1,246,197 50
Colorado 627,000 106
Florida W.176
Idaho 1,269,600
Montana 668,421
Nebraska 9,968
Nevada w 166,000
New
.Hampshire 29,288
New Mexico 462,000
Oklahoma .is 4,572
Oregon 2,270,000 21C
South Carolina 2,173
Bouth Dakota 61,000
Tennessee 16,000
Utah 292,100
Virginia 20,000
Washington ... 780,000
West Virginia 4.901
Wyoming- - 260,150
$10,222,634 1,170
The funds and mileage are for forest
roads' of primary importance to states.
counties, and communities. The pro-
gram was recommended to the secre--
tary by the forest service and the bu-
renu of Dub e roads, io ntlv. after con-
Terence with state officials. The hn.
An Improved Road In Bear Creek
Canyon in Colorado.
reau of public roads will supervise the
construction work, and It Is expected
that a large number of the projects
will be completed this season.
Practically all the roads to be built
are parts of the state or county high
way systems and will therefore In most
cases connect with and extend the sys
tem of federal aid highways covering
the whole country. In some cases the
new construction will provide roads
through mountainous regions of the
national forests hitherto penetrated
only by pnek trails.
In addition to the major road proj
ects, about $5,000,000 will be expend
ed by the forest service on minor
roads nml trails required primarily for
the protection and administration of
the national forests.
NIGHT TRAVEL WEARS ROADS
More Destructive to Highways Than
in Daylight, According to Re-
cent Experiments.
The experiments being conducted on
the Bates experimental road, show
that night travel Is more wearing on
highways than Is day travel, accord-
ing to Clifford Older, chief highway
engineer.
The road expands In the day, ac
cording to Mr. Older, and the center
becomes convex. The heat Is absent
at night, and the road assumes a con
cave shape, the edges curling up and
forming a slight hollow, In the cen-
ters. From these discoveries it Is de-
duced that heavily loaded vehicles
traveling along on the edge of a road-
way have a tendency to cause it to
crumble.
The testing of the Bates road was
begun lute in March and Is still un-
der way. It was delayed for a time
by the floods.
Boom for Good Roads.
A rond program that will plnce Kan
sas among the lending road building
states of the nation wns urged by
,T. Heckle of Topeka, manager of
the K.nsas Automobile Owners' asso-
ciation, In an address to the state con-
ference of officials of chambers of
commerce.
Tennessee Road Work.
Tennessee has Inaugurated a fed-
eral aid g program Involv-
ing the expenditure of $8,000,000 for anlid miles of roads iu 20 counties.
against the defendants. The prisoners
shouted their defiance In answer to his
accusations.
Horatio Bottomley, former publisher
of the publication.
'John Bull," was expelled from the
House of Commons, London, by a
unanimous vote. Bottomley recently
was sentenced to seven years' Impris
onment for embezzling funds from pa
triotic organizations he organized.
Locusts have become so numerous
In Luzon that their bodies covered the
railway tracks, causing the driving
w heels of the locomotives to slip, and
prevented the movement of a passen
ger train from Manila to Calamba,
twenty-fiv- e miles from Manila. An ex
tra engine was called before the train
could be moved.
The Prussian minister of the In
terior Issued a decree ordering the re
moval of all monarchial emblems from
the Interior and exterior of all com-
munal and state buildings, besides
signboards, milestones, frontier stones,
etc., which bear similar emblems. The
decree thus carries into effect a threat
made several months ago.
The whole Chilean cabinet resigned
recentl" following the retirement of
Armando Jaramillo, minister of the In-
terior, and Angel Guarillo, minister of
justice. The resignations were precip-
itated by disagreement with the gov-
ernment's policy concerning the recent
prototol signed In Washington with
Peru, for settlement of the Tacna-Ar-ic- a
controversy.
President Obregon has gone to Oeot-la-
n resort near Guadalajara, for sev-
eral weeks to recuperate from his Ill-
ness, it was learned recently in reliable,
(piarters. I lis condition is Improving
steadily. The president Intends to re-
turn to Mexico City as soon as pos-
sible In order to consult with depart-
ment heads relative to his message to
congess when it opens early in Sep-
tember.
GENERAL
In a letter to the Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children, a Mai-
den woman protested vigorously
against permitting Mary Agnes Voches-tain- ,
14 years old, to preach In Bos-
ton. The woman writes that the girl
would be serving herself and the com-
munity much better by playing In-
stead of preaching.
Surface und elevated railway em-
ployes at Chicago voted 9,02'J to 5,080,
to accept a an hour slash in
wages and return to work, thus ending
u strike which paralyzed the city's
electric transportation system. Shortly
after the result of the vote was an-
nounced, the first elevated train was
pounding toward the "loop."
Police believe the swindlers who sold
a pawnbroker a gold brick in San
Francisco recently are the same men
who sold a Juarez merchant a brass
brick with the Mexican mint stamp on
it for $1,200 last summer. The Juarez
man took his brick to an assayer and
succeeded in capturing the swindlers
and getting his money back. Tiie gang,
said to be composed of Mexicans and
Arabs, had been working in various
parts of Mexico and managed to es
cape to the United States.
Fifteen persons were killed and
twenty-fiv- e Injured, more or less seri
ously, when two Cincinnati, Lebanon
& Northern passenger trains crashed
together head on at Lester road cross
ing In Pleasant Ridge, near Cincinnati.
One of the engines was driven back
wards, telescoping the first conch be
hind It and killing everyone Inside.
Earl E. Patterson, teller In the Lum
bermen's Trust Bunk at Portland, ar
rested recently charged with embezzle
ment of $."4,0X), has made a confes-
sion, according to the police, admitting
shortages extending over a period of
eighteen months and had said "J. C.
Osier, an automobile dealer, received
the proceeds." A warrant was issued
for Osier.
The wet and dry Issue played the
major role in political activity in pre-
paration for Ohio's primary election.
In seine sections of the state, while
ministers from their pulpits were urg-
ing support of candidates for state of-
fice Indorsed by the Anti-saloo-
League, persons on the outside filled
the church-goer- s automobiles with un-
signed campaign literature strongly at-
tacking the n League and
the candidates indorsed by it.
Samuel de Grossky, aged 108, died
at Chicago a few days ago. "Eat care-
fully, drink only moderately, let smok-
ing and chewing ulone; above ail else,
be faithful to your religion," was the
advice he was fond cf offering to his
seven children, fort;--flv- e grandchil
dren and twenty-seve-
Efforts are being made to learn the
Identity of blackmailers who placed
poison in the food of Dr. W. T. Statler,
veterinary surgeon of Lanark, 111., and
his wife, after an effort had been made
to extort money from lilm.
like a finger ring, with an umbrella as "
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' A horse 18 very eas,ly Polsoned nd
many deaths have resulted from feed
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present adminstration both nati-
onal and state has been one of
honor, one of which every loyal
citizen can be proud and one
which statistically will present a
record of true accomplishment,
unparalled in history.
The campaign of State Head
quarters, says Mr. Bangs, will
be waged Btrictly along educa
tional lines, disceminpting facts
in connection with every state
department, teaching our people
that never before since state-
hood have the various depart
ments of our government been
conducted more efficiently, more
in the interest of our people.
Boost For
- State Treasurer
H. G. Hagerman, president of
the Taxpayers' association of
New Mexico, in a recent address
before the Farmers meeting at
Portales, paid high tribute to O.
A. Matson in connection with
his administration of the State
Treasurer's Office.
In discussing the ilia of the
state By stem of taxation, for
which Hagerman states no polit
ical party is to blame, he com-
mends highly the action of the
Governor in appointing Mr.
Matson, stating that the great-
est improvement can be maoe by
putting into puplic othce such
men as the present treasurer.
A year or so ago says Mr.
Hagerman, there was more or
less of a scandal in the state
treasurers' office Some $300,000
of publicjfunds in excess of what
the law allows had been deposit
ed in a bank which closed its
doors. After many months of
public discussion, " Governor
Meechem appointed a new treas
urer--- a straightforward business
man, who knows his job and be-
lieves in attending t6 it. The new
treasurer immediately revamped
the personnel of that office and
began to saw wood. The office
is now in perfectly good running
order. There is no more scandal
and no more trouble, the banks
are satisfied and the public is
satisfied. Mr. Matson has proven
beyoni tne peraaventure oi a
doubt what we have been con
tending all along-th- at we need
in public office sound men who
use sound methods, and that they
can be found if we but go after
them",
Every Liue ft)A Thrill in
Cohtinued Fron Page One.
The reduction will amount to
nearly $4-0- a head. On grazing
ands the valuation on the four
classifications is reduced to $2.
$ 1,75, $1.50 ami $1.00 an acre
respectively.
An inspector is being sent into
Dona Ana, Grant, Hidalgo, Luna
and Sierra cou nties to study
range and cattle conditions, to
determine what further reduc
tions on cattle should be allowed
in those drouth stricken districts
The state corporation commis
sion has been asked to try to se-
cure for 90 days a reduction of
35 per cent in cattle rates, so
that herds in the drouth stricken
arears may be shipped where
range is good.
According to the El Paso
branch of the federal reserve
bank of Dallas, cattle through
out the El Paso territory are im
proving.
ARIZONA
Clifton. Mines still idle.
There is a good calf crop, but
heavy loss is feared unless more
rains come.
Benson. Ranges are improv
ing; rains somewhat spotted.
Cattle in good condition,
Copper mining has been some
what resumed causing good trade
in merchandise.
Nogales- ,- Ranges in good con
dition, but little demand for cat-
tle.
Safford and Tombstone are
getting good rains. Some 6.000
head of cattle were sold during
the spring in the valley near Saf
ford. Cattle buyers say there
will be a strong market for fall
delivery.
Permanent Republican
Headquarters Established
For State
Under the able leadership of
0. L. Phillips, Chairman, Re
publican State Central Com
mittee, state headquarters have
been established in Albuquerque
and announcement is made tnat
a state-wid- e campaign will be
shortly initiated in the interest
of the party,
George Lougee of Albuquerque
for many years active in the
interest of the republican party,
has been selected as the secretary
of the organization and R. C.
Bangs, formerly of Washington,
D. C, and an experienced news-pap- er
man will be in charge of
the publicity woric.
Mr, Bangs states that thi
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the cover and turned on the power In A TRUE RAT STORY
ats to range over a wide territory
In their
foraging expeditions, It is asserted.
Ordlnurlly they cunnot be counted on
to cover a radius of more than three
miles and often they confine their
flights to a mile or less from their
roosting place.
Finds
Be IMalaria Cure
V
the blood of the mosquito after the
insect has been Infected. With a myri-
ad of bats flying about each night in
search of mosquitoes as food there Is
little chance of a mosquito living ten
days after It Is old enough to fly
abrond at night.
Many Bat Roosts In San Antonio.
After the success of this campaign
against ninlurln bat roosts were estab-
lished In the southwest outskirts of
Sun Antonio. This was so successful
In ridding that portion of the city of
mosquitoes that the stute erected an-
other at the Southwestern Insane
asylum In San Antonio. Another wns
erected at the West Texas Military
academy In Alnmo Heights. Summer
homes Bnd farms are now taking up
the idea.
Home of the bat roosts erected
under Dr. Campbell's supervision are
of mammoth size. Often they rise to a
height of thirty to fifty feet nnd are
fifteen to twenty feet square. The
largest of them accommodate from
S.flOd.OOO to 8,000,000 bats, it Is 'esti-
mated. In the early evening ns they
take their departure for the mosquito-buntin- g
grounds they have the ap-
pearance of a dark cloud. Bats do not
U. S. Film
Dangers to Elk
Erection of "Roosts" Around San
Antonio Made the Lowlands
Habitable.
EXPERIMENTED FOR YEARS
Dr. Charlei A. rt. Campbell's Discov-trie- s
and Scientific Work With
Oats Interests Naturalist
All Over World.
Lot Annies Mnluriu, the disease
llni! competes with tuberculosis and
cancer i Its heavy toll of life, has
found its Nemesis since science pro-
tect Mini shelters the but us the nat-
ural enemy (if the muliiriul mosquito.
The result of lr. t'hurlcs A. It.
t'liinplicH's (liscnverles and scientific
work with lulls anil mosquitoes bun In-
terested mitiiral ists all over the world.
The lirst hat must was liuilt In Hun
Aiitiinlo fui- I he purpose of ridding
Hie illy of the pestilential malarial
mosipiito.
Fur years Ir. Campbell experiment-
ed on huts to discover why they were
Immune from the disease that wrought
hocIi havoc with human beings.
Bats Abhor Jazz.
U took a great many years for Dr.
Campbell to be sure of the cause for
the difference in the susceptibility of
the hat and thai of other inuiinnal.s.
V. H. Hornuday writes In the Los An-
geles Times. The (treat difference In
the anatomy of the bat was found to
be in its relatively much turgor spleen.
It Is to this organ that Ir. Campbell
attributes the ability of the bat to
thrive on the mosquito and consume
1mi-- numbers "f them without being
affected.
la his experiments with bats Dr.
Campbell has come across several pe-
culiar characteristics of the animal.
For Instance, bats abhor Jazz. A
phonograph, n jazz record und a small
buy stationed on the top of a hunting
lodge infested with bats so startled
the animals in the early morning hours
as they returned tj roost that they
IW'W some two miles away, entered an-
other lodge and never returned to the
one In which they had been living for
two years. The explanation of this Is
that the car of the bat is so delicate
that disconlaiit or strident noises are
to lliem the most Irritating of all sen-
sations.
The remarkable value of bats- as n
health service was demonstrated In
Kau Antonio when the malaria Infected
swamp region around I.ake Mitchell
where there was abundant grazing for
Cattle was experimented on. It has
been said that formerly It was Im-
possible to build fences around this
land bordering the lake strong enough
to hold the cattle.
The myriads of mosquitoes were not
only dangerous on account of their
g propensities, but their
bite was loo painful even for beasts
having shoe-leath- bides to endure.
Dr. Campbell erected a hut roost on
a rise In the neighborhood of the hike
and In a year the place was cleared of
mosquitoes and thousands of bats had
taken their places. The grazing land
Is now covered with fine, healthy cat-
tle and the farm land is Irrigated from
the waters of the lake. Miliaria Is al-
most unknown among the people dwell-
ing In that locality.
It requires ten to fourteen days for
the malaria parasite to develop In
Campaign to Save Majestic Mem-
ber of Deer Family From Fate
of the Buffalo.
STARVATION GREATEST FOE
Adequate Winter Grazing Grounds Are
an Absolute Necessity Winter
Snows Drive Herds Into Forests
Where Poachers Get Them.
Washington. The question of
whether the elk a noble American
animal nnd the most majestic of the
deer family Is to follow the buffalo
Into Is asked in film
form In a new United States Depart
ment of Agriculture motion picture,
"When Klk Come Down."
I'p in the highlands of Yellowstone
National park dwell the remaining
big herds of this animal. In the park
where they are well protected there
Is an abundance of feed In the summer
time. But In the winter, when the big
snows sweep down on the ltockies,
the elk lire forced from the mountains
nnd out of the park, to the lower
levels where there Is less snow. In
this annual migration many of the elk
pass Into the national forests which
entirely surround the park. Thus
they become a source of concern to
the forest service, which, In
with the Montana state game
department, Is responsible for the new
111 in.
To Protect the Elk.
The film story opens when a big
snow Is due. From a ranger station,
forest rangers nnd a state game ward-
en start out to protect the elk from
"tooth hunters." Up In the mountains
"Hlx I'rong," a great bull elk, sniffs
the manner of Wells at the confer-
ence.
"Come Into the sitting-roo- while
we wait," Invited Ma Redon to Danny,
"Mnry'll make us a few graced cheese
sandwiches to cat with home brew."
' Pa Redon looked daggers, but went
obediently after his wife, , leaving
Slack In possession of the field.
Mary looked about for the grater.
She could not find it. "What did you
do with It?" she asked 'Slack.
"Your ma must have put it away,"
he answered. "Talk to me nnd never
mind the sandwiches. As I was sny-In-
the editor of Qoodhome Keeping,
she came to me and she says, 'Give
me some advice on these washing ma-
chines ; you're experienced.' "
"Yes?" Interjected Mary, archly. At
that Slack came over and tried to
place his. arm about her. The folks
were returning from the front room.
Danny was Just In time to henr Mary
snap, "You're here to demonstrate
washing, not living!"
The double strain or waiting to see
his shirts emerge and of leaving Mary
alone with Slack was beginning to
tell on Danny, who watched Slack, In
a Missouri attitude, as he explained
the snfety device on the wringer. The
first shirt was half through the wring-
er when the safety device flew off, hit-
ting Danny over the eye with mathe-
matical effectiveness. A magnificent
lump began to appear. Mu Bedon
ran for arnica and Mary mumbled,
"Safety device what would one of
your dangerous devices be, then?"
"I'd like to show him," groaned Dan-
ny under his teeth and his projecting
eyebrow, as Slack .readjusted the
wringer. As the last shirt was to be
fed into the wringer it began to roar
and groan. Slack stopped it Just In
time to prevent the. missing grater
from going through Danny's shirt.
They had, alas, been too closely asso.
elated In the washing machine. The
shirt was In tatters. Mary bit her Hp
and held the Ice over Danny's good
eye, lest murder be done,
But Danny was beyond shirts. Bliss
mingled with pain as Mary's gentle
fingers adjusted the bandage. He
didn't even bother to answer as Slack
said goodby. Pa and Mrs. Redon tact-
fully faded. -
"Well, they're washed," sighed Dan-
ny, "but how will I get 'em Ironed?"
There Is no sight that wakes the
tender mother Instinct, so akin to love,
ns the helplessness of mnn. "Sure I'll
do them," smiled Mary.
"How would you consider a life
job?" asked Danny, prisoning her
hands and' using his good eye to the
best effect. The answer must have
been satisfactory, for Pa Redon tip-
toed in and tiptoed out agnln and they
never heard him !
TORTOISE RIVAL OF CAMEL
Has Internal Cistern, in Which it
Carries a Considerable Quantity
of Water.
Quite recently a ship from the
southern seas reached Tacoma, Wash.,
with a very large specimen of a tor.
toise on board. As this lay upon the
wharf some one looking closely on its
brown back, saw letters upon It and
cleaning away the barnacles which
had matted upon It, made out the
letters, "British ship, Aug.
12, 1877, 3 So. 86 W." That would re-
fer to an island In the South Pacific.
The creature weighed about seven
hundred pounds. In their native
haunts the true turtle only leaves the
sea to lay Its eggs, a hundred at a
time, a nestful being about three
hundred, which are hatched by the
sun. Another relative of this family,
the tortoise, lives either on land or
In water, Is a vegetable feeder, and Is
a heavy drinker of fresh wnter. This
variety has nn fciternnl cistern In
which It enrries a large reservoir of
wnter, and for which It is often killed
by nntlves of the southern Islands,
upon some of which fresh water Is
very scarce. This animal lives to be
three hundred years old, some natur-
alists think to nn even greater age.
Phenomena of Light.
The Interference of light produces
the prismatic colofs on a fly's wings.
When light falls on an excessively
thin substance, such as a soap bubble
or a fliin of air between two glass
plates, the waves of light reflected
from the upper and under surfaces
Interfere with one another In a cer- -
tala order called ."Newton's scales."
The Iridescence of mother-of-pea- Is
due to the reflection from minute
grooves on the surface, giving rise to
the production of color by the Inter-
ference of the waves of light. The
refraction of light and the production
of prismatic colors surround us with
the most Interesting phenomena. The
laundress, whose work raises over the
wnshtub a soapy froth, performs In-
advertently one of the most delicate
operations of chemistry the chemis-
try of imponderable agents and the
result of her manipulation manifests
itself In the delicate colors that play
in a fairy light over the glassy films
that follow the motion of her arms.
Making Sure.
Two friends a Londoner and an
Irishman happened to.be. lunching to-
gether In a certain restaurant. The
latter, true to his habit, kept ' turn-
ing round to make sure his coat and
hat were on the peg where he had left
them.
'You Irish are very suspicious,"
said the friend at last. "Who do you
think Is going to walk In here and
steal our coats?"
"Caa't say," replied the Irishman.
trying to conceal a broad grin, "but
I'll take good care that nobody gets
mine. Yours went ten minutes ago."
Irish Independent.
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There was a building boom In
Bloomlngdnle, which was one reason
why Itedon, the contractor, had been
able to order a washing machine, to
lighten the burden of his women-folk'- ,
and Danny Hopemore, mason, had In
vested recklessly In four expensive
flannel shirts. But for the real main
spring of these acts one must go
deeper. As the French quotation has
it, "Look for the woman."
Danny had bought the shirts main
ly because Mary Kedon had remarked
that she liked the "feel" of those flan
nel shirts. Pa Redon had bought the
washing machine that the visits of
the agent and demonstrator might
cease. Mary seemed altogether too
Impressed with the man's gift of gab,
Danny was far the likelier man, Be
sides, masons were scarce ; It might
be a grand thing to have one In the
family. It was time that a wise fath
er did something.
"You know those flannel shirts?"
began Dnnny, deftly flourishing the
mortar board, "I sent one to the laun
dry and It came back so stiff anu small
that it wouldn't fit an elght-year-ol-
I've got three more, all needin' the
wash, and 'nary a one do I know to
trust 'em to."
"Why don't you get married?" sug-
gested Redon, "then all your laundry
troubles would be over." Then a brll
Adjusted the Cover and Turntd
on the Power.
llant thought entered his mind. "The
demonstrator Is coming over tonight
to show us how to run our new wash-
ing machine. Come over and bring
your shirts."
"D'you mean ItT" grinned Dnnny.
"Sure, I'll come."
At 7 sharp he presented himself at
the Redon's with his bundle of shirts.
Mary greeted him rosily, but Imme-
diately resumed her conversation with
Slack, the demonstrator, who hud al-
ready arrived without his tools, how-
ever.
"Got a hammer, Mary?" he asked.
Danny winced at the familiar use of
the dear nnme. The hummer Drought,
Slack began to bang in the various
screws.
"Here," said Danny, "shouldn't you
screw those In?"
"Naw," said Slack. "That don't hurt
nothln'."
"If they loosen, It's a new machine."
warned Itedon, but Slack was already
attacking the driving rod. It seemed
unwilling to go into place, and the
look In Mary's eyes showed that his
stock was going down. He might be a
talker, but he was no mechanic.
"Maybe It's out of alignment," said
Redon.
"Maybe the casting Is imperfect,"
suggested Danny.
Advice is often unwelcome, and
Slack found it galling.
"I've set up a hundred of these
things," he boasted, giving the rod a
terrific blow. It Jumped into place,
but a piece of brass ring dropped out.
"Now you've broken something I
don't pay for the mnchlne If It's not
perfect," cried Itedon.
Dnnny began to think thnt it wns
nil off with his shirts. He bad no use
for the man, and was now losing faith
In the hinchlnc. Slack disregarded the
black looks of the two men, and at-
tached the connection to the fixture.
The mnchlne purred like a contented
cnt, and Slack reached for his hat.
"There you nre," he announced.
"Aren't you going to show us how-i- t
washes?" Interposed Mrs. Redon.
"Certainly, If you want me to," said
Slack.
Danny produced his shirts, smiling
like the winner of a church fair prize.
Mrs. Redon odded a few more pieces.
"Have you a grater?" Inquired
Slack. "It Is economical to grate the
sonp. I'd like a pail and some wash-
ing powder."
"Washing powder for flannels?"
Jeered Mary, Danny looked anxious.
After all, they were his shirts.
"Here's some," directed Ma Redon,
us Slack immersed the shirts, adjusted
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W.n't Jail Volstead Prisoners..
Santa Rosa, Calif. Refusal of John
M; Boyes, sheriff of Sonoma county, to
accept as prisoners In the county Jail
two persons arrested In Santa Rosa on.
charges of violating the Volstead act,
led to the statement by prohibition en
forcement officers thut an attempt
would be made to force the sheriff-to- r
accept federal ' prisoners hereafter
without process, of any kind, fihetiff
Roves firm In his position that he
would render his bondsmen liable were
he to acquiesce In the Insistent de-
mands from prohibition officers who
are urpearlng continually at the Sono-
ma county bastlle with strangers, ask-
ing thnt they be incarcerated without
warrants for violating the dry law.'.
We haye helped thousands. Let u
help you. Write for catalogue. ; j
Colfax and Corona, Denver, Colo.
Postage Stamps to Be Changed.7
'Washington. rostage stamps rang-
ing in denomination from 1 cent to $5
are to undergo radical changes as to
design and color, with a view to pre-
venting losses by the Postofflce De-
partment due to lack of distinctive fea-
tures, it has been unnouneed.
All stamps ranging in denomination
from 1 to 7 cents now bear the p
of Ueorge Washington, while an
etching of Benjamin Franklin appears
on those ranging from 8 cents to $5.
The department conteinplateSrelain-In- g
the Washington and Franklin por-
traits upon certain of the stumps, but,
it was said, will substitute portraits of
leading figures in American history on
the others. .
The department was of the opinion,
it was explained, that different de-
signs und colors would enable postal
employes to detect more readily chort
paid matter. The department In time
would save thousands of dollars, offi-
cials said. ' . '. -
.. j
Army Officer Arrested for Theft.
EI Paso, Texas. Department of jus-
tice agents at El Paso have been at-
tempting to recover more than $100,000
worth of government property alleged
to have been taken in the last three
months from Fort Bliss without proper
authority. The search followed the ar-
rest at the army post of Capt. Clifford
E. Black of the Eighth Engineer regi-
ment, by orders of Gen. Robert L.
Howze, commander at Fort Bliss.
Widely Known Author Dies.
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Miss Mary Na-clll- es
Murfree, 72 years old, widely
known ns an author under the pen
name of Charles Eghert Craddock,
died at her. home In MurfreeshdVo re-
cently, v ,
Labor Leader Acquitted. '
Chicago Corn. 'Irs ("Con") Shea,
one of the labor enders being tried for,
conspiracy In connection with the
death of Police Llev.tenunt Terrence
Lyons, walked out of the court rooin
recently a free nia-- i.
The state admitted that It had little
evidence against him and moved dis-
missal of the charges. ' Judge Thomas
Taylor, Jr., grunted the motion.
This startling point In the trial came
a few minutes before John Miller, con-
fessed driver of the "death car," took
the stand In bis own behalf as the first
witness for the defense.
Three defendants now remain:
"Big Tim" Murphy, "Frenchy" Muder,
and Daniel McCarthy.
Bubonic Plague in Hawaii.
Honolulu, T. H. Dr. C. T. Wayson
of the territorial board of health left .
recently for the island of Hawaii to in-
vestigate the fourth death there from
bubonic plague reported since July'3T"
The last victim of the plague was a
girl. 1
No Action Taken Against Booze Ships.
London. Washington's request for
"reciprocal" search of ships flying the
British flag outside a twelve-mil- e zone,
where such ships were suspected of
carrying whisky cargoes to United
Stntes territory, In violation of the
prohibition law, was brought to the at-
tention of Parliament recently. Pre-
mier Lloyd George told the House of
Commons that such a proposal had
been made and that it lu now being
considered, but that the Indications
were that would be taken.
Auburntown, Tenn., Jun 21,
Stearin Electric Paate Co.,
Chicago, IU.
v
Demi Sir.: v
Mr. Robert T. Donnell ot Auburntown.
Tenn., came In our .tore the other day
and wanted omethlng-- to kill rata, o I
old him a bol Stearna Rat Paate. And
he put aomo paate on alx blaculta that
night and the next morning he found
- fifty-fou- r big rata. And the aecond nighthe put out four more blsculte with paate
on them, and the aecond morning he
found Beventeen more rata, making a total
' of teventy-on- e rata tn two nlghta. and
there were lota more that he did not find.
Thl la eome big rat tale, but, never-thele-
It is 10. Juat thought would
write to let you know that your rat
paate la good.Respectfully youra,
KENNEDY BROTHERS.
Buy a 35c Box of Stearns
Electric Paste Today
Enough to Kill 5ft to 100 Bats or Mice.Pon t waste time trying to kill theae peata
with powdera, liquids and other experimental
preparation. Ready for lUe Better Than
Trane. Drug and General Stores sell
STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
Neatly Put.
A famous Russian dancer In this
country, who is himself a good musi-
cian, wns once a guest at a reception,
where, without wincing he listened to
a pianoforte performance, more
vigorous than skillful, on the part of
the daughter of the house.
"And how do you like the young
lady's playing?" some one asked the
dancer. ; :
"Ah, mndain," replied he, very tact-
fully, "I think the young lady uas a
very firm tread." Exchange.
Shave With Cutieura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin com-
fort and skin health. No mug, no
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no irri-
tation even when shaved twice dally.
One sonp for all uses shaving bathing
and shampooing. Advertisement.
' Childish- - Wisdom.
"Mary, if you misbehave like that
you will make your mother angry at
you."
Little Mnry That don't scare me;
she ain't my wlfei
He didn't like
white bread or
ready-rubb- ed tobacco
And probably he preferred
horsecar to the trolley
He admitted frankly that his tastes
were peculiar. He didn't know whv. It
was just a matter of fact that while he
was an inveterate pipe smoker, he
never smoked Edgeworth.
"But don't let that worry you. 1
don't like white bread. And there are
many other things that nearly every-
body I know likes and I don't."
We have always recognized that no
one tobacco would just hit the taste
of every pipe-smoke-r. We have always
known, too, that we couldn't make all
the pipe tobacco in the world even if
it were possible to make a tobacco that
everybody liked.
So we have been content to jog
along, seeking and finding men who
do like Edgeworth, who find its indi-
vidual fragrance exactly suited to their
taste.
Those are the men we want to smoke
Edgeworth. If we can give them the
full joy of smoking and keep our fac-
tories running somewhere near capac-
ity, it is about all we expect and it is
enough.
One thin g we do want to be sure of .
It is this: That every er try
Edgeworth at least once and judge
for himself whether or not it is the
right tobacco lor
'" "him.
In a way, it is a
selfish desire on
our part, for we
feel that most realbar fipe Edgeworth.smokers will.Tint, f.rt mnlrA
it as easy as
possible for you
or any other
man to test
Edgeworth, we
will send you
free samples if
you'll write for
, them.
Just write a postcard to us and send
us your name and address. If you
would further add the name and ad-
dress of the dealer from whom you
usually buy your tobacco, we would
appreciate your courtesy.
Edgeworth comes in two forms
Plug Slice and Ready-Rubbe- d. Edge-wor- th
Plug Slice is formed into flat
cakes and then sliced into thin, moist
wafers. One slice rubbed for a second
between the hands furnishes an aver-
age pipeful.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d is al-
ready rubbed for you. You pour it
straight from the can into the bowl
of your pipe.
' ' Both kinds pack nicely, light quick-
ly, and burn freely and evenly.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
suit the needs and means of all pur-
chasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d are
packed in small pocket-siz- e packages,
in handsome tin humidors, and also in
various handy quantities.
For the free samples address Larus
& Brother Company, 44 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants:
If your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Com-
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one- - or two-doz- carton
of any size Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubb- ed for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
s to-- -
Maniac, Alone on Ship,
Comes From "Nowhere"
New Bedford, Mass. A 30-fo-
schooner, battered and
mastless, was discovered ashore
on West lslnnd, In the outer har-
bor here recently. On board
the hulk was Osmund Erlckson,
who said his address was the
sea. When found he wns eat-
ing a handful of grass.
Erlckson, who was suffering
from starvation, was unable to
tell where the vessel came from.
According to police his memory
was Impaired by the prlvutlons
he had undergone.
The schooner, the name of
which could not be determined,
carried a crudely arranged mast
to replace two that had appar-
ently been carried away by a
storm. This mast was about six
feet high and pieces of old
clothing had been used for sails.
The hull had been mended in
several places with bits of zinc
nnd tin.
Shows
-
the coming snow and starts to lend his
clan to the lower country. Sam BII-le- r,
a notorious poacher, also senses
the coming of "elk weather," and he
nnd a companion leave their cabin for
the open ranges, knowing that the elk
will be easy to trail and kill when
they are handicapped by snow and
hunger. The adventures of the three
elements In the triangle are (then
shown, up to the trailing and killing
of an elk by Biller and Biller'a arrest
by the rangers. The story ends with
the statement that the elk can be
protected from poachers, but that star-
vation, the animals' other dangerous
foe, can be permanently thwarted
only by the provision of adequate
winter grazing grounds.
The available winter range In the
national forests Is far too limited
In area to support the great bands that
migrate from the Yellowstone park.
The greater part of the winter feeding
grounds Is, also, not within the nation
al forests but under private owner-
ship. The solution of the elk prob
lem, it Is said, lies In the purchase
of these private lands either by the
government or by popular subscrip-
tion.
Cold Photography.
"When Elk Come Down," was pho-
tographed last February In the
national forest, Montnna. The
camera work was done with the ther-
mometer twenty nnd thirty degrees
below zero. There nre many scenes
In which the elk appear on the snow-covere-d
mountains. Good "close-ups- "
of the animals were obtained by the
use of telepboto lenses.
The picture, two reels In length, will
he distributed and exhibited largely
through the of organiza-
tions Interested In perpetuating the
elk nnd other game animals. Prints
mny be borrowed from the department,
or may be bought at the manufactur-
ing cost by authorized institutions.
FIND NEW ANIMAL FOSSILS
Specimens Discovered In Arizona
Throw Light on American Life
In Pliocene Age.
Washington. AnUnul fossils throw-
ing a new light on the little-know- n
animal life of America in the Pliocene
age, have been added to the collection
of the Smithsonian institution by the
field explorations conducted in Arizona
in the past year, and described la a
report by the Institution. Among the
most interesting specimens discovered,
the report said, are a new species of
mastodon, a large and small species
of camel and two or three species of
horses. J. W. Gldley, member of the
Smithsonian stuff, who conducted the
explorations, says the collection of fos-
sils "represents practically a new fauna
of the Pliocene age, containing about
00 vertebrate species.'
Dealing with the ostrophyslcal field
work of the institution, the report said
the observations of the sun now being
made at Its station on Mount Monte-
zuma, Chile, are being telegraphed dal-
ly to Buenos Aires nnd "employed reg-
ularly by the Argentine weather bu-
reau for weather forecasting purposes."
"While the Smithsonian Institution,"
the report said, "Is not yet In a posi-
tion to champion the use of statistics
of solar vnrintlnn for weather fore-
casts, the great interest which Its
studies of solar variability have
aroused here nnd abroad seems clearly
to warrant the continued maintenance
of Its two stations until a satisfactory
basis for a test of the solar variability
as a weather forecasting element has
been laid."
She Parachutes 1,600 Feet.
Itonie. Slgnora Reraldlne Grey
ascended In nn airplane at the
Centocellc military flying grounds, and
descended over 1,000 feet In a para-
chute. She Is the first woman to have
achieved such a perilous feat In Ituly,
Mining Gold Close to Washington
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(iold, real honest gold, Is being mined within ten miles from
the White House, Washington. In the deep ravine of Bull Neck run, back
t,t the old Jackson place, In the heart of old Virginia, John G. Bodinc leans
over Ms pan and slowly washes precious yellow metal from the black sands.
The property Is all privately owned and In the vicinity Is land which has been
worked for thirty-fiv- years for gold. It Is said that Senator King nnd former
Senator Lewis of Utah are interested In this project.
i
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ASSESSOR'S FIGURES Hats for the StreetAID EXTENSION WORK
have taken Taris by storm are only
BEST VARIETIES
l OF BROOM CORN
Success With Crop Depends
Largely on Proper Care Dur-
ing Harvesting Period.
Useful to Determine County's Big
Broad-Brimm- Headgear That
Shades Eyes Holds Favor.
the beginning of this vogue. Decora
Farm Problems. ttve masque veils are draped over huts
of both large and small dimensions.
For weur with dressy afternoon frocks
In One Instance It Was Discovered
That 51 Per Cent of Land Was
Farmed by Tenants Federal
Farm Loan Unknown.
these veils enclrle the hat and fasten
at one side of the brim, where they
are permitted to fall to the shoulders
of the wearer. In white these veils
are charming to complete an after-
noon .toilette consisting of a white
Many Models Are Colorful, Showing
Liberal Quantities of Flower
and Ribbon Roses.
Because the summer suns are high
and hot, there is a great tendency Just
now to wear broad-brimme- hats that
uhade the eyes. And while a great
many of them are as colorful us they
FIRST PICK MATURED HEADS iiould. Mot Te You
satin dress emboidered In crystall
'(Prepared by the United States Department
ol Agriculture.)
In making county and community
programs of demonstrations and other
extension activities for the year, ex
beads and sliver threads, and an ac.
companylng hat of white horsehair
braid, the whole making a unison Intension agents in Oklahoma report to white.
the United States Department of Ag But it is when motoring and on
the beach that the veil conies into
can be, showing quantities of flowers
and ribbon roses, many others have
that chaste, simple and plain look
about them which scorns trimming of
any sort. In other words, you can
pay your money and take your choice.
riculture that the use of county census
and assessor's figures as a basis for greutest play, for It is here that it
proves Itself a strictly utilitarian artidetermining the county's uiujor agri-
cultural problems is proving very suc
cessful. A meeting of the men and
cle in protecting the skin from the
wind and sun. Every woman should
provide herself with one of these
masque veils not alone for the pro-
tection which it affords, but for the
coquettish touch which It adds to a
costume.
. ,
...
Proper Time for Harvesting Is When
Fiber Is Deep Green From Tip to
" j ;. knuckle Avoid Immature --
and Overripe Brush.
(Prepared by the United Stutea Department
- of Agriculture.)
Success In handling either of the two
varieties of broom corn produced In
th? ' United States Standard and
Dwarf depends to a large extent on
proper care during the harvesting pe-
riod. Even with the most efficient sys-
tems of distribution it Is Impossible to
overcome the handicap of an inferior
product, says the United States De-
partment of Agriculture In a new pub-
lication, Department Bulletin 1019,
Marketing Broom Corn, prepared by
G. B. Algulre, assistant in marketing
hay and broom corn.
' Selection of Heads.
The selection of properly matured
heads is a matter for first attention.
Broom corn Is In the proper stage for
--harvest when the fiber Is deep green
women from each community is called
each year by the county agricultural
agent for the purpose of making a
program for the year's extension work.
In these meetings it has been found
that these figures are of greut service
In showing agricultural conditions of
the county In a concise and compre
The Economy
TO CLEAN THE CLOTH COAT That's W&at Millions o Housewives Dohensive way. In one instance it wasfound that about 51 per cent of the
county's agricultural land was farmed
by tenants. Discussion brought out
Boiling Hot Soapsuds, With Aid of
Stiff, Clean Brush, Will Do
the Trick.
Itub soap upon the cuffs and collar,
Dip them Into boiling hot soapsuds
the fact that the federal farm loan
was practically unknown In the county
and plans were made to conduct a
campaign to bring the benefits of the
loan to the attention of the communi
ties as a possible means of securing
a greater percentage of farm
They know that Good
Baking Powder can't be
sold for less; that "More
for the Money" means
bake -- day failures, waste
of time and money; that
Calumet is pure and sure,
and scrub with a stiff, clean brush.
Treat the grease and dirt spots in
the same way. Change the soupsuds
for clean, as they get dirty. Wet and
brush the whole cout, the right way
of the cloth, with fresh soapsuds.
When you have got rid of nil the
spots, add a little alcohol to the water
Stretch tiie sleeves, pocket holes,
cuffs and collar into shape folding
the sleeves as if they had been Ironed
also the collar.
Lay the coat on a clean cloth, spread
on a table or floor and let it get per
Figures showing that more acres in
the county were being planted to wheat
than any other crop started a discus-
sion which Indicated there was differ-
ence of opinion as to the best variety
for the locality; it was therefore de-
cided that demonstration pints of the
best-like- d varieties of this crop be
grown in eight sections of the county.
In a similar way all the figures cover-
ing the agricultural activities of the
county are studied in these program- -
fectly dry in the shade, turning It
over constantly, without disturbing BEST BY TESTHats That Shade the Eyes.
the folds. It will look like a new coat.Yuu can even wear a little one, If
mmmmmmmsm inaKing meetings, and as a result aprogram is made which is based on you wish, and if the character of yourdress allows It. But, as a rule, the The World's Greatest S8SMART OUTFIT FOR COUNTRYwhat statistics have shown to be the
most urgent needs of the communities1MB and in which general interest through SAFE PLACE FOR VALUABLESAS BOBBY HAD IT FIGURED, STORK MADE LONG JOURNEYout the county is felt.
HANDY PORTABLE FEED RACK
Sixteen-Foo- t Runners, Rounded at Each
simplicity of the informal summer
dresses rather demands the floppy and
artistic look of a broad-brimme- d hat.
Just now there is a general prefer-
ence for straw hats those that are
woven so that they show the light
through their meshes and still form a
Bhade for the eyes. There are others
made of those little overlapping rows
of horsehair braid and lined with
filmy bits of chiffon which have a
way of looking about as cool as any-
thing you could find for wear during
hot summer weather. They are light
on the head, too, not in any way mak-
ing you feel as though you are a water
End, Make It Easy to Haul to
Any Desired Spot.
a portauie leea rack for hogs Is a
mighty convenient device for any farm.
Bird Flew From Africa to Germany
With a Message From Exile to
the Fatherland.
The population of Llsknu, Germany,
noticed one day recently that one of
the many storks which annually re-
turn to the neighborhood from distant
southern zones to rebuild their nests
was carrying something about Its neck
which only human hands could have
fastened there.
Repeated efforts to approach the
bird had failed, but one of the vil-
lagers finally lured the stork into his
barn and then and there learned thnt
the bird carried a little leather case
In which a note was Inclosed. The
note revealed that the stork had come
It can easily be moved from one spot
Quite Satisfied That Auntie's Appear-
ance Must Have Undergone Con-
siderable Change.
I nm ruther proud of my looks and
always take pains to appear my best
for company.
One morning I was Just finishing
the sweeping when my brother and
his family, whom I had not seen for
n cotijile of years, drove In the yurd.
With them were a couple of d
women, and I was naturally
embarrassed to have them find me
with ' hair disheveled and dust
streaked face. However, I welcomed
them graciously and we sat down to
talk.
I noticed that Bobby, my small
uephew,-- was studying me intently,
to another. The 2x12 16 foot runners
Harassed Citizens of American Cltie
Should Welcome Idea That Comet
From Buenos Aires.
In these days of lawlessness, when
the honest citizen cannot take a walk
around the block with any certainty
that he will not be held up by u
bandit, the novel idea of Antonio Mon-
aco, a cltlnen of Buenos Aires, ought
to be of value.
He suggests suspenders with pock-
ets attached to them two pockets,
that Is to say, each of them being
fastened with a buckle to the loop of
the "gallus" nt the fiont. The lower
end of each pocket has two button-
holes, which button onto the ordinary
buttons of the walstlmnd of the trous-
ers, thus making the pocket flatly se-
cure ngiiinst the body of the wearer.
To prevent escape of Its contents, each
pocket is provided wllh n buttoned
flap.
Few bandits would think of looking
for loot beneath n man's waistcoat.
Broom Corn Must Be Well Baled to
Bring Best Price.
from tip to knuckle, a stage that may
be reached when the head Is In bloom
or not until the seed is In the dough
stage, immature fiber lacks elasticity,
shrivels perceptibly on curing, and pre-
sents an uninviting appearance when
baled. Overripe brush is equally un-
desirable.
Preventable waste among manufac-
turers can be traced in many instances
to the first steps in harvesting. In
general, anything unfit for use In the
manufacture of brooms should, so far
as practicable, be left In tiie fields. To
command the best price, broom corn
must be free from seed and well
baled.
Methods of Handling.
The bulletin discusses Hie various
carrier from the weight that lies upon
your head.
The bows of ribbon are a little new-
er than the trimmings of flowers and
Just a little bit more exclusive, espe-
cially when they are of that stiff and
perky variety that makes the wearer
have a sense of being fresh-looki- all the way from East Africa, where
a German colonist, Willi Buclia, haseven though the day Is hot enough to
remove any real feelings of that sort.
and during a lull In the conversation
he said: "Auntie, you must have been
good looking when you were young."
his little farm near Victoria lake.
ISucha must have anticipated that
the bird spent ills annual vacation In
his beloved fatherland, so he wrote:
"Yes," I beamed, with my pleasant- -VEIL AGAIN IN LIMELIGHT
est smile, scenting a compliment,methods of handling broom corn on
the farm and in the process of distri 'what makes you think so, dear?"
"Because," answered Bobby, "uncleFlattering Accessory of Woman'
"Just a greeting to the fatherland,
and used the stork to convey his
message.
bution, including marketing, practices would never marry you the way youPortable Feed Rack. I
look now." Chicago Tribune.
Dress Returns to Popular
Favor; Paris Fashion.
The veil that most flattering acces
and so the suspender pocket should
afford excellent biding places for
money. Against pickpockets they
ought to furnish a perfect protection.
Milwaukee Sentinel.
employed by various classes of deal-
ers, methods of sampling, storage fa-
cilities, and , marketing, A smart outfit for the country conare rounded at euch end. Three 2x612's nailed between the runners makeCopies of It may be had free upon ap .Young America.
'Po you remember when you were
lists of thi outing skirt of tan home-
spun and the elip-o- sweater of green
fiber silk. She wear a gay little hat
sory of a woman s dress and, Inc-
identally, a most utilitarian article Is
again immensely popular, writes a
plication to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
a solid foundation. The uprights are
2x4's and the slats are lx6's. The
space between the runners and the bot
ten and steered your mother to the
toy department?"to match the skirt.
His First Elephant.
Glenn Max of Danville, Ind., is
three years old and observing. Glenn
attended the Yankee circus nt the fair
ground and saw nn elephant for the
first time.
With much astonishment he ex-
claimed: "Oh, mamma, It eats with
Its tall." Indianapolis News.
Most governments are poorly con-
ducted because the voters are busy
at something else.
Paris fashion correspondent In thetom of the "V" shaped rack Is floored "Yes. My Utile daughter of theNew York Tribune. It has been someGRASS GROWN WITHOUT SEED
Phosphorescent Gown.and a 1x12 board running all around therack Just above the runners completes
same age now steers me to the dia-
mond department."One of the latest Innovations ofBest Strain Have Been Developed by the manger.
time since any particular stress was
placed on veils a longer period hav-
ing elapsed than many of us realized.
Its return, however, does not take us
The potato cannot understand why
roses are so populur, since they can-
not be eaten.Cutting Up Runner From Thrifty-Lookin-
Spot.
Paris Is the phosphorescent dress. It
is obtained by arranging tiny electric
bulbs on material that has a luminousSTABLE FLIES ARE ANNOYING
Epitaph!
"Here Lies a Fisherman."
They keep It up even when they
by surprise, for It hns been a gradual
one.
After a man puts his shoulder to
the wheel where there Is trouble, he
stops criticising.
quality. The effect when the bulbs Man who doesn't like a belt will
give yon nil the reasons.re dead. Itirhmond Times-Dispatc-Many good turf grasses that repro-- ;duce by runners have lost the habit Pete Are Cause of Much Discomfort are lighted is startling.The coquettish masque veils which
of producing seed, and for this reason to Live Stock and FinancialLoss to Owner.the United States Department of Agrl- USE BURLAP DRAPES FOR SUMMER" culture hag been experimenting with
the vegetative propagation of some of Stable files are the cause of muchdiscomfort and annoyance to live stock Artistic Curtains of Attractive Design matie ny picKing up lower or morethe
most satisfactory strains 'of bent
grasses. Better strains have been de-
veloped by finding spots In lawns and
on golf courses where the turf was
threads, will give an original trimming No heat withand of financial loss to the owner.Keep the stables, poultry houses, pigpens, etc., clean and avoid the ac-
cumulation of manure or filth. Provide
to a burlup 'urtaln.
Suitable for Windows, Doors
and Bookcases.
An attractive set of burlap curtainsparticularly good, cutting up the run screens for doors and windows. Spray this summer mealners and planting these cuttings in In-crease plots. Most of this work hns the animals lightly euch morning with of a pleasing design nre suitablefor any use to which curtains arebeen done In northern states, although a mixture of the following proportion :Five gallons kerosene, oue pint either tut, from draping windows or doorsto bookcase curtains.some good strains of Bermuda grass
have been selected which give promise oil of mlrbane, oil of tar or cresylic Willie stenciling or embroidering Inacid.of value In the South.
KNIFE PLAITING IS FAVORED
Most of the Latest Summer Wrapt
Have Tiny Side Panel of
This Decoration.
Knife plaiting Is still In fnvor. Some
of the shops display gowns with skirts
in a triple tier of plaited crepe de
chine flounces. Most of the summer
wraps of Intest design have tlnv side
guy colors often makes the simpleA number of commercial growers burlap curtain pleasing, neither ofHARVEST CLOVER SEED CROP ese methods was used to decorate
these curtains of natural colored bur-
lap. Instead, drawn work, which IsIf a Little Overripe Los of Head
May Be Reduced by Cutting Early
In the Morning.
ADISH of crisp, delicious Grape-Nut- s, with creamor milk (some berries or fresh fruit, too, if you
like) is cooling to serve, cooling to eat and cooling
to digest with a charm of flavor and goodness that
rouses appetite enthusiasm. No preparation, no
cooking no heating of the body afterward, as heavy,
starchy meals do but well-round- ed nourishment
for every bodily need.
There's a noticeable feeling of lightness and com-
fort after such a meal.
Trv this wav out of the heat, bother and uncertainty
so popular Just now. Is employed as
the chief embellishment.
have been working on these improved
grasses and now huve cuttings for sale.
However, it is possible for a person
to Improve his own lawn or for a
golf club to Improve the turf on the
course by selecting spots where the
grass Is particularly good and growing
the cut runners In rows in a garden or
field. When the good strain has been
Increased sufficiently In this way the
old lawn or turf may be plowed up
and the new'straln established.
The full width of the burlup wasUnder normal conditions clover used. First a border of three Inches
should be cut when the heads have
panels of knife plaiting and fit only
across the shoulders. Foulard gowns,
which this season extensively employ
knife-plaite- d pnnel3 and sleeves of
georgette, are chiefly of two types.
One type has a V shaped neck open-
ing on a white organdie vest ; the
other has a surplice bodice, crossing
turned a dark brown. If the clover
of fringe was made on one selvage.
An inch in from this fringe more
threads were pulled to form a bandis a little overripe, the loss of theheads may be materially reduced bv two Inches wide. Through the open
work thus made a strip of black felt
an Inch and a half wide was run, Just
cutting eurly in the morning of in
the evening when there is dew. . The
clover ihould be cut as high as pos
In soft folds. that usually goes with the midsummer food problem.POULTRY LITTER HELPS SOIL like beading. The black thus decorat
ing the burlap gave Just the distincsible; thl. enables threshing to be
speeded up, as there will be less straw tion to what might otherwise be anto handle. Order GrapeNlltS from your grocer today.
UTl , Dordinary drapery.Other color schemes besides natural
CLEAN AND SPRAY HEN HOUSE burlup and black are possible. Brown,
with orange felt beading, Is a sugges
Important That Work Be Done Dur Made by Pottum Cereal Company, Ine.
Battle Cre.k, Michigan
Smart Accessories.
As always, smartness lies In the lit-
tle things. In the matter of shoes, the
conservative woman avoids overstep-
ping the bounds of simplicity. For
example, for street wear a prominent
motion picture actress has chosen a
shoe of black patent leather and gray
suede with a medium heel of the ox-
ford type. An envelope purse of pat-
ent leather with gray suede top and
handles Is effective. A tailored suit,
worn with a small close-fittin- g hat
adorned with a dull and strictly
lCRalCMfr
tion, while such combinations as dark
green with crimson or white felt, dull
blue with buff or white, mulberry with
green, or gray with blue, would be
charming If in harmony with the gen
Straw Filled With Droppings Is One
of Most Valuable Fertilizers
for Garden.
Poultry litter, particularly straw
filled with droppings, Is one of the
most valuable fertilizers for gardens
and small fruits. It Is particularly
worth while where clay soils are to
be worked, because In a few seasons
the addition of this litter will com-
pletely change the character of the
soil and give one a rich, friable and
easily worked soil capable of produc-
ing almost any garden crop, whether
vegetables or flower.
ing Warm Month to Keep Out
I meet Pets.
Thoroughly clean and spray chicken
.A FOOD
eral color scheme of the room.
CCONOMV
A variation in running the felt
through the drawn work also is a hint
for the clever. Several rows of bend- -
house, especially nests and roosting
quarters, with coal oil, fuel oil, crude
oil thinned with coal oil, or the oil
drained from an auto. Repeat tbls
spray monthly during warm months to
keep free from red mites.
tailored blouse, forms an ensemble
lag, basket heading or various patterns which Is correct to every detail.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
SEVENTH 'JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CATRON. RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHES.
J. E. RHFIN, EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.
Puplishe4every Thursday at the Gaunt Buildiug, Reserve, Tw Miioo,
Entered as second-eiatt- a matter at the posteflic at ReMrve New MXif, gMH
ast of Congress of March 2, 1879.' " - ! 1 '
year in advance ItW
We Cap Help Yon The Cash StoreMakeM ooey
The right kind of printed forms will help your business
prosper by saving your time and keeping your records
in proper shape.
Our service as printers is not limited to taking your
order and putting some ink on paper according to
your directions.
We are able to make suggestions for business printing
that may save considerable money for you. Our plant
is completely equipped and we carry' a stock of
Groceries,
Dry Goods,
The First National Bank of
Magdalena,
Plaintiff, .
vs. No. 41.
A. J. Harper, Defendant
NOTICE OF SUIT.
To A. J. Harper, defendant.
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of
the Seventh Judicial District of
the State of New Mexico, in and
for the County of Catron, cause
No. 41, on the' civil docket of said
Court, in which the First Nation-
al Bank of Magdalena, a corpora-
tion, is the plaintiff and you are
defendant; that the general
nature and objects of said suit
are as follows; ;
The plaintiff seeks to recover
judgment on a promissory note
dated November 5, 1920, due six
months after date, calling for
the principal sum of $2,102.43,
and bearing interest at the rate
f ten per cent per annum from
date of maturity until paid, on
which there is now due the
principal sum $1,237.52, togethei
with interest amounting to $283.
38, making the aggregate total
due on May 10, 1922, the sum of
$1520.90; and also upon a certain
promissory note da'te'd. November
3, 1920, due six months afterdate,
calling for the principal sum of
$3,635.00, and bearing interest
at the rate of ten per cent per
annum.from maturity until paid,
on which there is now due the
principal sum of $3,235.00, to-
gether with interest amounting
ff Protection
14 You not only protect your W
p savings, but you get paid for h
P doing so when you have a savings J
'A account at this bank. M
v Money that'sidlemeansmoney t$
Y' wasted. Put your saving to work
and watch the interest grow. JtW
We watch both the prin- - MJ
Sv cipal and interest for iSf
you and relieve mLt
yfS you of all the
mmmwfi banking worries. SSSEZTiF "I'jir' jail? m
1
Safctv-Honesty-Courtesy-S- ervice
Shoes, etc.Tht Utility Bninut Paptr
in order to give you the quickest service possible.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Las
Cruces, New Mexico, August 11, 1922.
NOTICE it hereby given that
The RESERVE STATE BANK
NEW MEXICOMAGDALENA,Leonard F. Craft, of Mangat, New
Mexico, who, on September iO, 1921,
Is Railroad Strike For The
Purpose Of Bringing About
Government Ownership?
The Association of American
Railway Executives believes
that the strike is largely for the
purpose of bringing about owner-
ship of all rail lines and other
large industries, by the U. S.
Government.
The railroads had accepted a re-
duction in rates; the employes,
whose wage cases came before
the labor board,; had gone on
made Homestead Entrf Wo. 022464, for
SE1 SEi; WJ 8EI Section II; NWJ
NE1; NEJ NWJ; Lota 1 and 1. Section
19. T. 1 S., R. 14 W., and NJ; NWJ
SWi, Section 24, Township 1 8. Range i15 W. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
notice of intention to make final three First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico
yean Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Justiniano strike against the board's de
cifon.
WHEN IN NEED
Of anything in the line of
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Baca, Uaite Statei Commissioner at
Magdalene, New Mexieo, on the 4th
Had they accepted the decision
the road geemed clear in thday of October .1121.
main, with the country's returnClaimant names as witnesses:
;Uel L. Howtrton Bill Killion lims B. ing prosperity, toward re-e- stabhshment of this vital industrJohnston and Dempsy Smith all of
upon a sound baisis affordingManga j New Mexieo. comfortable support to all it
employes, growing service
to $350.47.,making the aggregate
amount due on May 10, 1922, the
sum of $3,585.47; and also to
foreclose a certin indenture of
mortgage made and executed by
said defendant; A. J' Harper,
and given to secure the two cer-
tain
.promissory notes above
described, 'and also all interest
that may have accrued thereon
and attorney fees of ten per cent
on amount unpaid, 'according .' to
the tenor and effect of said notes,
upon, the following described
real estate' situate in the County
5 per cent paid
on time deposits
Nemecia Ascarate.
Register,
Aug. 19 to Sept. 16
the nation's industries and a fair
though extremely moderategive us u trial.
return to the owners of th
roads. The strike is the wrenchRailroad and Coal Strike
thrown into the machinery.At a Glance.T. C. ine motives and acts of menThe Ford plant may becompelliris, are too Complex for dogmatism
but in my study of this situationReserve, New Mexico
ed to close unless coal shipments
increase, according to a state-
ment from the Ford Co. They use
The Largest Financial Inetitution in Socorre Couftty.
: . YOUR, PATRONAGE SOLICITED- -1 cannot help but be impresse of Catron, State of New Mexico,
oy the following facts
to-wi- t:First, The unions on strike The East Half (EJ) of the Northattained in the war days west Quarter (NW1) of Section (18)
4000 tons of coal daily and have
on hand only a two week's supply
Many small factories in cities
and towns have closed, and fuel
supplies of large concerns are
measure of power utterly new toThe Reserve Garage West Half ( WJ) of the Southeast Quarthem; their leaders likewise, ter (SEI) and East Half (EJ) of the
bouthwest Quarter (SWi) of SectionSecond, I have seen no evidence
in the statements of these leaderssufficient for from one day to Seven (7) ; the West Half (Wi) of. theSoutheast Quarter (SEI) and the Eastthat they appreciate that theythree weeks. Many towns awayfrom railroads or with infrequent and their followers should bear
Half (EJ) of the Southwest Quarter(SWi) of Sect-io- Eighteen (18); the
Northeast Quarter (NEi) of the Nort- -service, compiam aooui me tneir reasonable proportion in
General Repairing, Lathe, Work
Oxy-Acetyle- Welding
Gas, 'Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices wilh'others.
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
stagnation of business. west Quarter (NWi) of Section Ninetne Duraens or economic reor teen (19). all in TownshiD One mThe situation with reference ganization and deflation. ooutn oi itanee sixteen Uti West,to coal has grown so acute that Third. They are frankly for New Mexico Principal" Meridian.public opinion may socn demand Plaintiff further asks for" judthe nationalization of the rail
roads.coa production under any cir gement in the sum of $5,617.00
with interest to date of sale, anAt Roseville, California fiveA. C. HILL, Manager. Phone No. 3 that the above described landbombs were exploded in the S. P
yards. The bombs tore a great be sold according to law and the
hole in the ground near the plant Sonny Saya--proceeds of such sale applied upof the Pacific Fruit Fxpress Co. on the amount found due on thiara lighting equipment was notes herein described, and foput out of commission by the ex
cumstances.
Injunction Against
Striking Shopmen
Made Permanent
Albuquerque, August 13 An-
nouncement is made that U. S.
District Jndge J. F. Symes today
made bermanent the temporary
injunction directed against the
striking shopmen at Albuquer
que, to run against the union lo-
cals and individuals with the ex-
ception of B. W. Swope and R.
Salazar, charges against whom
all proper relief and the' cost oplosion. Volleys wers fired ' by
guards in the direction from11 j i i i this action.
MODERN E
STEAM HEATED HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER wnicn tne oomos came and an You will also take notice that
swering vol ' s werelreturned. unless you enter your appearanGovernor Blane of Wisconsin in said cause on or before the
openly advocates mining of coa
by the government. 16t.h day of September,. 1922M H ont. L A 0 ' judgement 'will be rendered
prose against vou by default. TheGovernment threatens
cution of the strikers.
names of the attorneys for the
-
"A drug store that can give njejust what I want in tablets, pencil
. pens and other school things;--i
the store that will get my trad'
But that. is. just one part of the$
modern service of our store. Iife
only all-sort- s of school supplies but
the many home needs of th
school boy will be. satiafactonf
answered here. ' ?
Hgndy, for Stationery
Buy it by the box, by. the poundsin. tablets The., very. best, grajj
that you can secure for. the prc9
you wish to invest can be purchasedhere at a saving in time and troubje
We can show an- array of tint and tejituret large enough to. include your favwjttv,
were dropped by thf railroad
Company. The court made a
lengthy statement explaining
the necessity of keeping railroads
running and citing supreme court
decisions that strike-breaker- s
must be allowed free access to
Lieut. Governor of Nebraska plaintiff are W. B. Bunton and
finding his bank account.down toHERMAN A, FUNKE, Proprietor Fred Nicholas, and their post$3.40 and himself filling an unre office and business address.es are
munerative office, takes a job as Socorro, New Mexico, and Magtheir work.
,
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons guard for the Burlington R. R.
at $5.00 a day. dalena.; New Mexico-- , respect- -
vefy.' ' " - iSanta Fe trainmen went out.but were ordered by th6ir unionThe Bust Meals and Dining Room Service In Witness Whereof. I havepresident, W. G. Lee, to return hereuiiW'set my jand.an.d affixedto work as the strike was unau- -
the seal of "said" court this,, thethrriz i. Later reports indicate
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA that the men on the Santa be 19th day of July, 1922.
uu May ae urougnt
In AtTularosa
At Any Time.
Drillers of the Southwest Tul-aro-
Basin Oil and Refining
company are 33 feet in the black
limestone in the company's well
near Tularosa. N. M. , about 100
:i a -- e rii i,
and other al lines
are out A. T. Chavez.
Several trains are tied up at County Clerk andPlan to Colonize Mexican Needles. California where the
De Negri, secretary of the inte-
rior, are said not only to npprove
the plan, but to be enthusiastic
over it.
The syndicate plans to open!
Clerk of the District. Court of
,JrC0 1 : --J
IPENS-PENaiSflp- CLands with ItaliansLos Angeles, Aug .An
nouncement of a colo n i z a t i o n
heat, particularly at night, is
very oppressive to people unac-
customed to it. At times the
thermometer registers as high
as 120 degrees Fahrenheit at 12
tinea nurtii 01 sui.,rnau.
' The drill was down to a depth
of 3, 108 feet Tuesday night, and
had been in the black lime for
Catron County, Ne,w, .Mexico.
By W. D. Newcomb."
Deputy.
July 27 to Auguest 17.
project whereby it is hoped to offices in Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Chicago,' St. Louis and
New York, while other colonistsattract 100.0UO Italian families to ;iAUJNT'S; FHAKMAC
Reserve; New f Mexico.
Mexico, was made here by I 33 feet, according to a message
to W. H. Loretz, president of the
company, and the geologists
Treppiedi-Mess- i, said to have LABUK DAY
will be taken direct from Italy to
Mexico, Mr. Treppiedi-Mess- i said.
The plan includes the purchase
o'clock at night and 130 in the
shade during the day and very
little shade.
Passengers on the stalled
been appointed colonization
agent of the Mexican govern were exbectingoil within another100 feet. Mr. Loretz said.and resale of 1.000.000 acres ofment especially to accomplish trains are striving desperately toof land in the state of Chihuahuathat object. find places whtre sleep ia possi4
bie. " I Live Stock ArizonaMr. Treppiedi-Mess- i stated a
syndicate was being formed of
Italians, resident in the United SHOOT TO KILL. Ann New MexicoPartial relief was granted by the
atnt irrv minainn T f haa KaonStates, to function with the
J'crty Madden
LAWYER
MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO.
Mexican government and to take
'agreed, after a two day hearing
advantage of the present restric
Orders have been issued to
railroad deputies to shoot to
kill where necessary for self
protection. -
by the commission, that on cttletion of immigration to the United
States from Europe.
President Obregon and Ramon
a minimum reduction of $2,00 a
head would be allowed on some
cattle- -
Cestlsued Pt S Col. 6.
